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FROM THE
EDITOR
Welcome to the 25th issue of BuildLaw® in which we draw on the
experience and knowledge of leading experts to bring you
commentary, articles and reviews on topical matters relating to
Construction Law.
In this issue we feature "The Penalties Doctrine in International
Construction Contracting: Where to from here?"- a paper
delivered by Professor Doug Jones AO to the Society of
Construction Law New Zealand Inc. in August of this year. We also
feature a series of articles relating to delay, including causation,
concurrent delay, extensions of time, time at large, and
prolongation. We also present articles on settlement agreements
and the right to adjudicate, payment claims vs counterclaims in
the context of the construction Contracts Act 2002, proposed
security of payment legislation for Hong Kong; and more.
In "Case in Brief", Sarah Redding looks at the recent case of Clark v
Central Lakes Homes Limited in which Mander J upheld the
adjudicator's determination that monies were payable by Clark to
Central Lakes Homes under s48(1)(a) of the Construction
Contracts Act 2002 and the enforceability of that determination
as a debt due under section 59. The article by Tim Gould in
relation to the recent UK case of J Murphy & Sons Ltd v W Maher
and Sons Ltd is also apposite, although in that case the Judge
"helpfully" followed the decision in Fiona Trust in relation to the
"archaic distinction" between the drafting terms: "under", "out
of", and "in connection with".

Subscribe to Buildlaw

1 wish to take this opportunity to thank au our contributors. We are most grateful for the support
we receive from dispute resolution professionals, law firms, and publishers, locally and overseas,
that allows us to share with you papers and articles of a world class standard, and to bring you a
broad perspective on the law and evolving trends in the delivery and practice of domestic and
international dispute resolution and construction Law.

Contributions of articles, papers and commentary for future issues of Build Law® are always
welcome. I do hope you find this issue interesting and useful. Please feel free to distribute
Build Law® to your friends and colleagues - they are most welcome to contact us if they wish to
receive our publications directly.

Editor and Director Building Dsisputes Tribaunl
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Buildlaw: In Brief
Further Construction Contracts Act
Amendments as of 1 September
2016
The latest amendments under the Construction
Contracts Amendment Act 2015 have come into
force as of 1 September 2016. The definition of
'construction work' has been broadened to
include design, engineering and quantity
surveying work. The effect of the wider
definition means designers, engineers and
quantity surveyors can ensure they are paid for
their services in a timely manner, while
consumers can hold architects, engineers and
quantity surveyors to account for their work.
Parties to contracts involving design,
engineering, and quantity surveying will now be
able to access the payments and dispute
resolution services under the Construction
Contracts Act 2002. The change will only apply
to contracts entered into or renewed on or after
1 September 2016, and will not affect contracts
entered into or renewed before 1September
2016.

2016 Second Edition Unit Titles
Manual- Thomson Reuters
Thomson Reuters has published the second
edition of its Unit Titles Manual, a practical
guide to understanding the Unit Titles Act 2010
(the Act). The manual was written to assist
bodies corporate to understand the Act,
regulations, and wider considerations that are
generally relevant to people at all levels of a
body corporate. The second edition provides
commentary on amendments to the Act, and
includes a new comprehensive chapter on
dispute resolution, written by Director of the
Building Disputes Tribunal, and dispute
resolution expert John Green.

Highest Annual Housing Consents in
over a Decade
Statistics New Zealand has released new data
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confirming annual housing consents have
reached new highs. Over 29,000 new homes
were granted building consent in the year to
June 2016, marking a 16 percent increase from
the previous year. The annual total is the
highest since 2004, with Auckland and
surrounding areas as the main growth
contributors. A total of 2,752 new homes were
consented in June 2016 alone, which marks a
35°/oincrease from June 2015. Non-residential
consents have also increased by 630/o,reaching
a record high of $739 million in June 2016.
Regional growth showed the regions with the
largest dwelling consent growth were Auckland,
Wellington, Waikato and Bay of Plenty, while
Christchurch showed a 14 percent decrease
following previously increasing rates.
Statistics released on 30 August 2016, also
show an increase in the overall value of planned
building work (excluding housing) of $1 billion
dollars over the past year. Investment in
schools, universities and hospitals have been
identified as the main contributors to this
significant value increase. In the year to July
2016, $6.3 billion of non-residential building
work was consented, compared to $5.3 billion in
the July 2015 year. Education buildings
including the University of Otago and University
of Canterbury accounted for half, while health
buildings such as Christchurch Hospital
contributed one-quarter of the increase.

Further Support for Puhoi to
Warl<worth Motorway Project
On 2 August 2016, Transport Minister Simon
Bridges announced that the NZ Transport
Agency will enter into preferred bidder
negotiations with the Northern ExpressGroup
for the Puhoi to Warkworth motorway project
(the Project). The Project has been identified as
one of the Government's Roads of National
Significance, forming the first part of a larger
motorway project in the Northland area
identified as key to economic growth. Mr
Bridges believes that delivering the Project
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz

through a public private partnership (PPP)
model will allow funding and innovative design
and construction benefits. The Puhoi to
Warkworth PPP model follows on from the
Transmission Gully motorway project in
Wellington. which was the first state highway in
New Zealand being delivered through a PPP.
expected to open in 2020. Mr Bridges expects
the PPP contract for the Puhoi to Warkworth
Project to be finalised by late 2016.

China: 57 Stories in 19 Days
China's construction industry was the centre of
internet attention recently. following the
construction of ]57 SkyTown. a 57 story
building built in just 19 working days. The
building boasts 19 atriums, some 800
apartments and office space for over 4.000
people. The almost unbelievable timeframe is
attributed to modularisation - where 95°/o of
the parts used in construction are prefabricated in a factory prior to construction, and
then put together on site. Modularisation
gained momentum following its revolution of
the car manufacturing industry, and is now
being increasingly engaged by developers in
the construction industry as a means to
maximise efficiency through advances in
technology. However, like any construction
method, the benefits of modularisation need to
be weighed against the logistics involved and
potential risks including: increased forward
planning required, reduced flexibility, limited
customisation, and more substantial financial
investment upfront. Despite potential risks, the
world of modularisation has opened up
construction opportunities by making what
were once impossible timeframes eminently
more achievable. Video footage of the
construction can be found here.

Winner of Competition to Design
New Museum of London

design the new Museum of London. Having
outgrown its current building and location, the
Museum invited global architects to submit
designs for a building at the new site, with a
brief to ensure the building meet[s] the needs of
a 21st century museum, while also preserving
the rich history of [the] great Victorian
structures. The winning design includes a

substantial glass dome in the entrance,
spiralling escalators to an underground
chamber as well as a sunken garden. Planning
applications are expected to be submitted in
2018 with a predicted opening date some time
in 2022.

Fail to Provide Building Guarantee in
Contract? Get Fined
Canterbury builder, Gerard James Thomson,
Director of construction business Haxrnill Ltd,
was fined $12,800 and ordered to pay $16,700
in compensation by the District Court for
making false representations about providing
Homefirst building guarantees to home owners.
Mr Thomson plead guilty to three charges of
false or misleading representations under
section 13(i) of the Fair Trading Act 1986. The
Commerce Commission brought the case
against Mr Thomson after three homeowners
complained of not receiving the guarantee,
when they had contracted on the basis that Mr
Thomson would apply for it prior to starting
construction work. The Court found that Mr
Thomson never intended to apply for an
independent guarantee, and as a result, his
customers did not receive the protection he
had Led them to believe they had. In
sentencing, the Court held that representations
about building contracts need to be scrupulously
accurate ... whether they are mal<ing promises
orally or in writing, the building services
provider needs to do what they've committed to
do.

Unseen Standard Terms Included
On 28 July 2016, architects Stanton Williams
and Asif l<han beat six other shortlisted
architectural practices, being crowned the
winners of the international competition to
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz

In Barrier Ltd v Redhall Marine Ltd [2016] EWHC
381 (QC), the UI< High Court held that unseen
standard terms referred to in a contract were
Buildlaw
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Buildlaw: In Brief
incorporated into the contract. The decision
comes as a timely reminder to contracting
parties to ensure they are provided with all
documents referred to in the contract, as any
such documents will form part of the
agreement. The case involved provision of a
purchase order which included the words the
terms overleaf must be read and strictly adhered
to. The terms referred to were Redhall's

standard terms and conditions. however the
purchase order did not reproduce the
conditions. The Court held that it was not
necessary for the standard terms and
conditions to be set out in the purchase order,
holding that incorporation by reference is
sufficient. provided that reasonable notice of
the conditions has been given. As a result,
parties negotiating contracts are reminded to
always thoroughly read all documents and
request any documents referred to that have
not yet been provided, otherwise they may
find themselves bound to terms they have not
seen.

noted that its decision does not invalidate antioral variation clauses entirely, as any party
alleging variation will have to prove their
argument and provide persuasive evidence to
overcome the clauses of the contract. Parties
should take from this decision that while antioral variation clauses are valuable for
providing contractual certainty, any clear
agreement to oral variation may still be
enforceable.

Brexit Effect on Construction
Industry

The anticipated effect of Brexit on the UI<
construction sector could be both vast and
The Vexatious Problem of Oral
negligible in different respects. Areas including
Variations - Can You Contract Out?
international labour, international standards and
legislation are expected to show a range of
Debate over oral contract variations is
effects. Without free movement of workers within
longstanding. Construction contracts often
the EU, the cost of construction work in the UI<
include clauses preventing oral variations,
will rise significantly, and the sector's ability to
instead stipulating that all variations must be
meet demand will be impacted by a lack of skilled
in writing and/or signed. In a recent UI< case
workers entering the construction workforce. The
the Court considered whether such clauses
Ul<'s compliance with international design and
mean that parties will never be bound by oral
manufacturing standards may show little change,
variations. In Globe Motors Inc v TRW Lucas
as to ensure exportability. the UI< will almost
Variety Electric Steering Ltd [2016] EWCA Civ
certainly need to continually comply with EU
936, the Court suggested that oral variations
standards. From a legal perspective, Brexit may be
can still be binding, even where a contract
less obvious, and certainly less abrupt. Previous
provides otherwise. There was a clause in the
legislation enacted to ensure UI< compliance with
parties' contract stating that variations could
EU law may be unlikely to change, as the UI< may
only be made in writing, however Globe
have a similar experience to Norway and
contended that there had been a valid oral
Switzerland who were required to implement a
variation, and that agreement was evidenced
considerable amount of EU legislation to foster
by the parties' conduct. The Court relied on
trade agreements within the EU. Regarding trade,
World Online Telecom v /-Way [2002] EWCA Civ
legislation in the form of bilateral trade
413, holding that the parties' autonomy was
agreements will need to be negotiated with the
most important, such that if it is clear the
EU to enable the UI< to accessthe Common
parties' intention was to orally vary the
Market.
contract notwithstanding a clause to the
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Supreme Court Grants Leave to
Appeal Question on s37
Weathertight Homes Resolution Act

2006
In a judgment on 3 August 20161, the Supreme
Court granted leave to appeal on the question
of whether, in terms of s37 of the Weathertight
Homes Resolution Services Act 2006, the
application for an assessor's report "stopped
the clock" for limitation purposes with regard
to the proceedings against the respondent. The
case concerned construction of Ms Lee's house,
which presented latent weathertightness
defects in February 2008 including leaking. Ms
Lee initiated proceedings in May 2014 against
the local Council, alleging negligent
inspections throughout the construction
process. However, summary judgment was
granted against Ms Lee on the basis that her
claim was governed by s4(1)(a) of the
Limitation Act 1950 not by s393 of the

Building Act 2004, and was therefore out of
time. The Court of Appeal dismissed Ms Lee's
appeal", however, the Supreme Court granted
leave to appeal in part, to determine the
question of whether in terms of s37 of the
Weathertight Homes Resolution Services Act
2006, the application for an assessor's report
"stopped the clock" for limitation purposes
with regard to the proceedings against the
Council. If Ms Lee's assertion is found to be
correct, her claim may not have been out of
time under the Limitation Act as determined by
the High Court.

References:
1 Lee v Whangarei District Council [2016] NZSC 98
2 Lee v Whangarei District Council [2016] NZCA 258

MEDIA RELEASE
CARTER HOLT HARVEY LTD v MINISTER OF EDUCATION & ORS
(SC 93/2015) [2016] NZSC 95
- PRESS SUMMARY
This summary is provided to assist in the understanding of the Court's judgment. It does not
comprise part of the reasons for that judgment. The full judgment with reasons is the only
authoritative document. The full text of the judgment and reasons can be found at Judicial
Decisions of Public Interest www.courtsofnz.govt.nz.
The appellant, Carter Holt Harvey Limited (CHH), manufactures cladding sheets and cladding
systems that have been installed in schools throughout New Zealand that are owned or
administered by one or more of the respondents. The cladding sheet product is known as
"Shadowclad". The respondents say that a large number of school buildings have been affected
by weathertightness issues and allege that these problems have arisen because the cladding
sheets and cladding systems supplied by CHH are defective. The respondents brought five
causes of action against CHH, including claims in negligence, negligent failure to warn and
negligent misstatement.
CHH applied to the High Court for an order striking out a number of the causes of action. Asher J
in the High Court declined the application, ruling that all claims should go to trial. CHH appealed
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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to the Court of Appeal. The appeal failed, except in relation to the negligent misstatement
which was struck out.

claim

CHH applied for leave to appeal to this Court. The respondents applied to cross-appeal in
relation to the decision to strike out the negligent misstatement claim. This Court granted leave
to appeal and cross-appeal on the grounds of whether the Court of Appeal was correct to
conclude that the claims in negligence are arguable; that the claims in negligent misstatement
are not arguable; and that the longstop limitation provision ins 393 of the Building Act 2004
does not apply to the respondents' claims against CHH.
In relation to the negligence claim, CHH argued that the claim could not succeed as there was no
arguable duty of care owed by CHH to the respondents, and that to hold otherwise would cut
across the contractual arrangements between the various parties to the construction of the
school buildings. The respondents argued that it was at least arguable that the relationship
between the parties was such that CHH owed them a duty of care.
In relation to the negligent misstatement claim, CHH argued that the respondents had not
pleaded the required special relationship between CHH and them such that CHH assumed
responsibility to them to take reasonable care concerning the truth of its statements about the
cladding sheets and cladding systems. The respondents argued that CHH could reasonably
expect that purchasers of the cladding products would rely on CH H's promotional material.
In relation to s 393 of the Building Act, CHH argued that the proceedings related to "building
work" under the provision and therefore the 10-year Limitation period in the Act prevented the
respondents from bringing a Large number of their claims. The respondents argued that the Act
draws a distinction between building work and the manufacturing of building products and
materials, and that, as the claim against CHH related to the Latter, the Limitation provision did not
apply.
The Court has unanimously dismissed the appeal and allowed the cross-appeal. In relation to the
claims in negligence and negligent misstatement, the Court has found that the claims are
arguable and require consideration in Light
of proper factual findings. They should
therefore be allowed to proceed to trial
rather than be struck out. In relation to s
393 of the Building Act, the Court has found
that the provision does not apply to claims
related to defective building products and
materials, which are not claims related to
"building work" for the purposes of the
provision. As a result, the s 393 period does
not apply to the respondents' claims against
CHH.

- Originally published by the Supreme Court
of New Zealand Te l<oti Mana Nui
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DISPUTE REVIEW BOARDS FOR
MAJOR PROCUREMENT
Professor John Sharkey AM
Wednesday 5 October 2016 - Wellington
Thursday 6 October 2016 - Christchurch
Friday 7 October 2016 -Auckland
The Society of Construction Law New Zealand Inc and the Australasian Chapter of the
Dispute Resolution Board Foundation have combined to provide a presentation by
Professor John Sharkey AM, one of the leading construction Lawyers in Australia and
internationally.
Professor Sharkey's seminar will examine the history of the dispute board and the
contribution it can make to effective project outcomes into the 21st century.
He will also illustrate how economical dispute boards can be and the efficiencies which
can be obtained.

Professor Sharkey is a former head of the Construction and Engineering division of Norton
Rose Fulbright, Australia, with more than 35 years practice in construction law.
He is a Professorial Fellow of the University of Melbourne. He has co-authored two books
on Construction Law.
In 2006 John was made a member of the Order of Australia.
John is a very experienced Dispute Review Board member and is presently Chair of the
Dispute Review Board for the New Zealand Inter Island HVDC Pole 3 Project.
He was a founding board member of the Society of Construction Law of Australia; and in
2014 was a Founding Fellow of the International Academy of Construction Lawyers.

Visit www.constructionlaw.org.nz
to register online and for all upcoming
event and membership information
Or email webmaster@constructionlaw.org.nz
New members welcome

ARTICLE SUMMARY
THE PENALTIES DOCTRINE IN
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT
On 24 August 2016, Professor Doug Jones presented a Lecture to members of
the Society of Construction Law (New Zealand) on the penalties doctrine in
international construction contracting.
In his address, Professor Jones discussed the status of the penalties doctrine
in international construction contracting with reference to Liquidated
damages, common Law in a variety of jurisdictions, construction contracts,
policy considerations underlying current application of the penalties doctrine
in New Zealand, and potential directions in which the doctrine may develop in
the future.
A brief summary of Professor Jones' lecture follows. A copy of the full lecture
can be accessed here.
l<ey Points
It is common practice for parties to include liquidated damages clauses in construction contracts
due to the variable and often unpredictable nature of the construction industry. By incorporating
a fixed sum payment in the event of non-compliance, parties can avoid the considerable time
and expense involved in proving loss, which can be notoriously difficult in the construction
sector. Such advance agreement also protects the principal's interest in timely performance (or
compensation for delay), while also putting the contractor on notice to the extent of damages it
will be liable for in the event of delayed completion of the contract works. However, the doctrine
of penalties continues to limit parties' ability to agree to liquidated damages.
Professor Jones explores two UI< authorities of particular relevance to the construction industry,
Clydebanl<1 and Dunlop', where the Courts upheld liquidated damages clauses, recognising the
importance of such clauses where precise pre-estimation of loss is impossible. In their
assessment,the Court in Clydebanl< asked what the nature and extent of the innocent party's
interest in performance of the relevant obligation was - an approach which was further
revolutionised by the UI< Supreme Court in Cavendistr,
The Court in Cavendish went beyond any 'pre-estimate of loss' as considered in Clydebanl<, and
instead looked at commercial justification for the clause and balanced the liquidated damages
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INTERNATIONAL
ING: WHERE TO FROM HERE?
Doug is a leading international arbitration specialist. He has
acted as Arbitrator and appeared as Counsel in numerous
international arbitrations. Doug is also regularly involved in
ADR including mediation in project disputes.
Doug is personally recognised as one of the world's Leading
construction and infrastructure Lawyers and has received
many endorsements and accolades internationally.
His experience includes acting as Counsel and Arbitrator in
major international Arbitrations. and advising on project
issues worldwide.
He is also a panellist with the Building Disputes Tribunal. For
more infomation on Prof. Doug Jones. click here.

Author - Professor Doug Jones, AO

clause against the legitimate interest of the party seeking to enforce it. This approach marked a
broader examination of the party's interest in receiving performance, rather than a mechanical
and narrow focus on possible loss. This approach is of significant use in the construction
industry, given the nature of construction contracts often involves interests broader than money
alone (such as community expectations, reputation and goodwill).
However, while UI< Courts are able to uphold liquidated damages clauses, the Courts have no
jurisdiction to adjust the amount of liquidated damages agreed on to make the sum more
commercially sensible in cases where the sum is penal.
Comparatively, the Court's approach to liquidated damages, and the penalties doctrine have
developed along considerably different lines in other jurisdictions such as India and Malaysia. In
these countries there is no hard and fast distinction between a penalty and liquidated damages
clause, or a general entitlement to receive an amount in the event of a breach. Closer to home,
recent Australian authorities such as the High Court decision in Andrews4 widened the scope of
the penalties doctrine to potentially any contractual stipulation, rather than just breach of
contract. However, Professor Jones notes that this approach has received considerable criticism
for its implications on the drafting of contracts, especially performance-based contracts and
contacts including contingent obligations.
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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Looking next to civil law jurisdictions, where the penalties doctrine operates significantly
differently from common law jurisdictions, Professor Jones points out two key differences. First,
that civil law countries presume the enforceability of penalty clauses to compel performance,
and second, that the most notable distinction is the Court's authority to adjust or proportion the
amount agreed to as a penalty (a power which falls outside most common law jurisdictions).
In turning to consider New Zealand, Professor Jones notes that Andrews has created divergent
lines of authority between Australia and the UI< regarding the application of the penalties
doctrine. Whether New Zealand will follow Australian or UI< authority remains to be seen, as the
High Court in /SAC New Zealand Ltd v fvlanagh5 declined to answer the question in 2013.
Following the High Court's reluctance to address the issue in New Zealand, and in exploring
future considerations of the penalties doctrine, Professor Jones notes the importance of
recognising freedom of contract- that it is the parties who understand their own interests better
than any Court, and who are in the best position to understand, approximate and bargain for the
losses a breach may cause. He suggests the Courts might take a broad approach in considering
admissible evidence to show the process of how a liquidated damages figure was reached, and
whether the clause, when properly interpreted, is a penalty in all the circumstances. Further, that
our common law system could learn something from civil law counterparts, particularly the
ability to adjust the agreed rate of liquidated damages in line with commercial sensibility, rather
than outright rejection of the clause.

Comment
The extent and direction in which the penalties doctrine in construction contracting may develop
in New Zealand remains uncertain. Professor Jones' lecture highlights how different jurisdictions
have approached penalties and liquidated damages clauses, and emphasises his desire to see a
broader and more commercially sensible approach to upholding liquidated damages clauses, in
order to recognise the flexibility and uncertainty inherent to the construction industry.

Endnotes
1. Clydebanl< Engineering and Shipping Co v Don Jose Ramos Yzquirdo y Castaneda [1905] AC 6.
2. Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Co Ltd v New Garage Motor Co Ltd [1915] AC 79.
3. Cavendish Square Holding BV v Talal El fvlal<dessi [2015] Ul<SC 67.
4. Andrews v Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Ltd[2012] 247 CLR 205.
5. /SAC New Zealand Ltd v fvlanagh [2013] NZHC 3242.
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LUMP SUM CONTRACTS:
NOT ALWAYS CERTAIN?
- JULIAN BAILEY & MICHAEL

TURRINI

"Lum~ sum fixed price" is a well-established method of construction contracting in
the ~1ddle East and many other regions of the world. Its selling point is price
certamty. However, as two recent cases highlight, defining a lump sum contract may
not always be as straightforward as might be supposed.
Lump sum contracts
Lump sum contracts are a familiar feature of
the construction industry throughout the Gulf.
This is to some extent a result of the dominant
influence of FIDIC, especially in public sector
work. In Abu Dhabi, the Government Standard
Form contracts include a version of the Yellow
Book, and FIDIC's most widely used lump sum
contract is also routinely used or adapted on
Government projects in Qatar, Oman and other
countries. The EPC Turnkey Silver Book is
another widely used standard form of this type.

Problems of definition of Lump sum
contracts
Many projects conducted under well-known
standard forms are clearly on a lump sum basis.
But the position will not always be clear.
Uncertainty can occur principally from the use
of inadequate bespoke contracts or from
inappropriate amendment of a standard form.
There is nothing intrinsically wrong with
changing the payment provisions of a contract.
The Red Book, FIDIC's Employer Design
Construction Contract, is drafted as a
remeasurement contract but it can be adopted
as a lump sum contract.

Uncertainty arises: two recent
examples
Recently, two very different decisions provided
a salutary reminder that these issues are not

confined to one jurisdiction or one
construction industry.
On 2nd June 2016, the High Court of Singapore
gave judgment in Goh Eng Lee Andy v Yeo Jin
/(ow([2016] SGHC 110).
• The case concerned a residential project,
where the basis of the contract was no
more than a combination of a schematic
design, a final quotation and the
Construction Drawings.
• The court had to decide whether this
constituted a design-and-build lump sum
contract because it would give the owner
"the advantage of price certainty" in
circumstances where the contractor was
claiming entitlement to additional
payments.
• It was held that "by entering into a 'design
and build' contract without more, the owner
and the contractor have agreed on a lump
sum payment by the former in return for
the construction and delivery of a project
by the latter that is in accordance with an
agreed design". So it was concluded that a
design-and-build contract, unless there are
express terms to the contrary, will
necessarily incorporate a lump sum price
component, which in principle must be
correct, though it was hardly desirable that
it should have taken a visit to the High
Court to establish that this was what the
parties had agreed.
In London, the Privy Council gave judgment on

www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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LUMP SUM CONTRACTS:
CONT_

NOT ALWAYS CERTAIN

19 July 2016 in an appeal from the
Supreme Court of Mauritius.
•
The project was a thirteen-storey
office building in the capital city, Port Louis.
•
The main argument between the
parties was whether the contracting
method chosen was properly regarded as
Lump sum or measurement. One of the
difficulties was created by the choice of an
outdated English form of contract (JCT 80)
of which, as the court noted, "developers
and contractors in Mauritius have Little
experience".
•
A final account dispute under the
contract was referred to arbitration. The
arbitrator decided that it was a measure
and value contract, or alternatively that if it
had been agreed as a lump sum contract it
had been varied by the parties so that
payment was due on a measurement and
value basis.
•
The Privy Council found that the terms
of the contract, as amended, indicated that

a lump sum payment was intended.
However, they observed that there is some
scope for flexibility in the valuation of
additional or substituted work, even in a
Lump sum contract. Here the Lump sum
nature of the contract had been maintained
by preserving the preliminaries unchanged,
but the use of measurement and valuation
to ascertain the sums payable for
additional work need not be inconsistent
with a Lump sum contract. The challenge to
the arbitrator's decision failed.

Conclusion
It is ironic that a contracting model intended to
achieve certainty of financial outturn can itself
give rise to doubts as to its identity. This need
not be so if appropriate arrangements are
made for the contract form, whether FIDIC's
Yellow or Silver Books or bespoke alternatives.
Problems occur, as the recent examples show,
with bad choices and inadequate adaptations.
It should not take the decision of an arbitrator
or a judge to confirm the nature of the pricing
model which the parties agreed.

WHIITE ~ CASE
Julian Bailey - Partner
Julian practises in the International Arbitration and Construction and Engineering Groups. He
advises on contentious international construction and infrastructure projects across a variety
of industries, including transport, energy, petrochemical, process plant and construction.
Julian is actively involved in construction law issues and was Chairman of the Society of
Construction Law (UI<). He is also the author of one of the leading books on construction law.

Michael Turrini - Partner
Michael specialises in all aspects of construction and engineering projects, from procurement
and the drafting and negotiation of contracts through to dispute resolution. He has particular
knowledge and experience of projects in the Middle East.
In dispute resolution. Michael advises on international arbitrations under all forums and rules,
litigation, dispute board proceedings and alternative dispute resolution.
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INTERVIEW
When common sense is in scarce
professional arbitrator, adjudicc
is likely to go sideways between t
Common sense is supposed to be, Like its name suggests, common. The
implication is that everybody has a quota of similar sensible thinking
influencing their decision making and behavior, and if used, the result will be
perceived and accepted as "sensible" by everyone involved.
But what happens when common sense is a rarity? When it's an endangered
attribute that very few share?
It's when a common sense view of what is sensible is NOT shared that John
Green is asked to get involved.

The challenges of apartment block Living
As more and more of us move into apartments we find ourselves (surprise, surprise - gaspl)
having to live more closely to our neighbours than we've ever been used to.
According to John. the ensuing challenges are not unique. They are the same regardless of
whether the apartment block is in Wellington, Auckland or Christchurch. Top of the complaint
list are misunderstandings about what constitutes disruptive and unreasonable noise, debates
about car parks (availability and use). disagreements about taste and discussions over pets.
At least part of the struggle people have adapting to close quarter living is down to its newness.
New Zealand does not have a history of apartment dwelling. We've been a quarter acre pavlova
paradise. at least in mythology. if not in fact. for a long. long time. Each person, or family, had
their own house. on their own piece of dirt. That dirt was his country. That home was his castle
and he could do whatever he liked within its walls. In and on his own place he was kinganswerable to no one. He could paint the exterior walls lolly-pink. He could play the worst songs
ever loud at 3 o'clock in the morning, and decide to fire up the electric drill he got for Father's
Day- just when you put the baby down for a mid-morning nap.
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Susan Dugdale from Thomson Reuters Interviews John Green on Unit Titles

supply - John Green,
rtor and mediator discusses what
>odiescorporate and owners
?

About John Green

John is a professional arbitrator, adjudicator and mediator based in Auckland, New
Zealand and is the Managing Director of New Zealand Dispute Resolution Centre
(NZDRC). John contributed a chapter on dispute resolution to the recently published
Second Edition of The Unit Titles Manual.
NZDRC is a private dispute resolution service established to give parties to civil and
commercial disputes the widest capacity to adopt dispute resolution processes that are
private. fair, prompt and cost effective. and which will provide a proportionate response
to the amounts at issue and the complexity of the issues involved.
NZDRC provides a full suite of private conflict management and dispute resolution
services, including conciliation, facilitation, mediation, adjudication, expert
determination, early neutral evaluation, and arbitration and regularly provides dispute
resolution services to bodies corporate and other parties to unit title property related
disputes.
Find out more about John Green and NZDRC: New Zealand Dispute Resolution Centre
www.nzdrc.co.nz

Disturbing the peace is rare
John says most of the time we co-exist fairly well and are perfectly reasonable as Long as we get
to do what we want, when we want. The reality is that deliberate, provocative rule breaking is
relatively rare. More often than not, the person causing the disruption is blissfully unaware that
they are doing so.
To Live together harmoniously, he says, we must Learn to play nicely, which means considering
others.
ALL bodies corporate have rules to regulate the running of apartment blocks and to ensure, as
well as protect, the quality of Life of all of its members.

How to

play nicely

In John's opinion, playing nicely is best achieved in two ways:
Property managers need to deal with matters as they arise promptly. efficiently and
empathetically.
1.
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2. Owners need to understand exactly what they have let themselves in for when buying
into a complex.

Will you take this body corporate to be your lawful wedded ... ?
In John's opinion, compliance with body corporate requirements is similar to a marriage.
Inevitably there will be "for better or worse" aspects to the relationship and the only way to
avoid potentially nasty surprises, is investigate thoroughly prior to getting involved.
However, once the decision has been made to buy, the owner needs to accept full responsibility
for his side of relationship. That means reading all the body corporate material as it is issued to
keep up on business, exercising the right to vote, and perhaps serving on the committee.

Forestalling financial woes
The most difficult matters to deal with, he says, are often financial, and a dispute can easily arise
because an owner has not understood or is not able to meet the fees.
It is imperative for prospective owners to review the financial records and/or to have a
professionally qualified person go through them on their behalf. A search will reveal any issues
the body corporate is facing. The types of questions to ask are:
• Is there a history of disputes? Have they been solved?
• Is there a long term maintenance fund?
• Are the levies reasonable? (Insufficient funds to meet immediate as well as future
maintenance needs can escalate into a very difficult problem very quickly.)
• Are any one off projects planned? If so, how are they going to be financed?
Ignorance is neither a defense nor a protection. John says one of the most painful circumstances
is for an owner to have their property sold in order to pay what is owed. Due diligence done at
the right time would likely prevent that situation from arising.

Dealing with differences
In all instances whether it be loudness, littering, visual pollutants (washing on the balcony,
painting the wall pink ... ), pets who poop in inappropriate places, car park disagreements,
security issues, or financial concerns, talk to the property manager first.
If the matter cannot be resolved 'in house' - between the owner and the body corporate the next
step could be to take advice.

Mediation
A 3rd party mediated intervention between the parties concerned can remove any heat from the
situation, giving both sides of a dispute an equal hearing. A mediator will not make a decision;
rather they will facilitate a discussion leading toward reaching a mutually acceptable and
binding agreement. A mediated agreement is less formal that going to court.
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Susan Dugdale from Thomson Reuters Interviews John Green on Unit Titles

Tenancy Services
Tenancy Services is a part of the Ministry of Business,Innovation and Employment.
The Unit Titles section of the website provides information on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Unit Titles Act
Governance
Operational rules
Body corporate meetings
Maintenance
Financial management
Renting, leasing and buying a unit
Disputes

The Ministry's aim is to help people avoid and resolve disputes without needing to apply to the
Tenancy Tribunal. However, if you do the Tenancy Tribunal hears and resolves of the majority of
unit titles disputes, up to a value of $50,000.
The District Court hears disputes relating to the application of insurance money up to $50,000
and other disputes of a value between $50,000 and $200,000
The High Court hears disputes relating to the title to land, disputes relating to the application of
insurance money in excess of $50,000 and other disputes in excess of $200,000.

Help for bodies corporate and their advisors

UNIT TITLES MANUAL
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This edition, revised and expanded, includes a new
chapter by John on dispute resolution.
To find out more, and to download a sample pdf,
click the Link- Unit Titles Manual 2nd Edition.
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The recently released 2nd Edition of the Unit Titles
Manual is now available.
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'''This article first appeared on Thomson Reuters blog
Online Insider.
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CONCURRENT DELAYS,
TIME AT LARGE,
PROLONGATION COSTS,
GLOBAL CLAIMS
- Derek Firth Concurrent Delays
Much has been written on this topic both in
articles and legal cases but there is very
little New Zealand authority on the topic.
The general view is that there are four
possible approaches;

The "apportionment approach",
apportioning responsibility for the overall
delay between the parties, can be seen as a
fair approach to resolution of the
concurrent delay dilemma. It has received
support in a number of cases including
John Doyle Construction Limited v Laing
Management (Scotland} Limited [2004] BLR

295.
•
•
•
•

the "but for" test;
the dominant cause approach;
apportionment; and
the Malmaison approach .

The "but for" test is considered to have
severe limitations as a test of liability
where there is concurrent delay, but it
seems to be regarded as the most
appropriate test when considering what
compensation should be provided for
certain parts of concurrent delay.
The "dominant cause approach" is also
considered to have limitations when
assessing responsibility for concurrent
delay. For some years the dominant cause
approach was highly favoured (see !(eating
(5th Ed 1991), p195 and City Inn Limited v
Shepherd Construction Limited [2008] BLR
269) but it has since diminished in
popularity largely because of the practical
problem of having to establish as a
question of fact which event is the
dominant cause of delay. Indeed, the
authors of Keating had largely given up on
it by the time of the 8th edition in 2006.
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However, the apportionment approach is
not straight forward because of the
practical problem of determining the basis
of the apportionment.
The "Malmaison approach" arises from the
case of Henry Boot Construction (UJ<)
Limited v Malmaison Hotel (Manchester)
Umited(1999) 70 Con LLRR 32.

Oddly, the parties were agreed on the
correct principle which was endorsed by
the judge, so it is not the result of a
considered judicial decision. The wellknown record of the agreement which has
since been frequently applied, is as
follows:

Second, it is agreed that if there are two
concurrent causes of delay, one of
which is a relevant event, and the other
is not, then the contractor is entitled to
an extension of time for the period of
delay caused by the relevant event
notwithstanding the concurrent effect
of the other event. Thus, to take a
simple example, if no work is possible
on the site for a wee I< not only because
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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of the exceptionally inclement weather
(a relevant event), but also because the
contractor has a shortage of labour (not
a relevant evenii-and if the failure to
work during that week is lil<ely to delay
the works beyond the completion date
by one wee I<, then if he considers it fair
and reasonable to do so, the arcnitect is
required to grant an extension of time
for one week. He cannot refuse to do so
on the grounds that the delay would
have occurred in any event by reason of
the shortage of labour.
This approach has been followed in other
places and is also supported by the Delay and
Disruption Protocol (published by the Society
of Construction Law (UI<) on 16 October 2002
to provide guidance to all parties to the
Construction process when dealing with time/
delay matters) which states at Clause 1.4.1,

Where contractor delay to completion
occurs concurrently with employer
delay to completion the contractor's
concurrent delay should not reduce any
EQT due.
Walter Lilly & Company Limited v Macf(ay and
DMW Developments Limited [2012] EWHC 1773

In

(TCC), a decision of Mr Justice Akenhead, the
UI< Technology and Construction Court had to
consider this issue, amongst others.
In paragraphs 362 to 372 inclusive, the Court
considered a number of decisions and firmly
concluded that the Malmaison approach was
correct.
On this topic Akenhead J concluded

In any event, I am clearly of the view
that, where there is an extension of
time clause such as that agreed upon in
this case and where delay is caused by
two or more effective causes, one of
which entitles the Contractor to an
extension of time as being a Relevant
Event, the Contractor is entitled to a full
extension of time.
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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However, as will be seen later under the
heading Prolongation Costs, it does not
automatically follow that the Contractor will
receive the costs of the full period of the
extension.
Care is required when referring to these
decisions and other statements because in
some cases some of the reasoning is
dependent upon whether or not the contract
contains a provision for liquidated damages.
The view of most commentators is that the
buumaison approach is to be preferred.
I would also mention in passing that as long
ago as 1966, a Malmaison type of approach
was actually adopted in Canada in the decision

Perini Pacific Limited v Greater Vancouver
Sewage & District(1966) 57 DLR (2d) 307.
The court decided that where there is a
provision for liquidated damages and the
Contractor is delayed partly for reasons which
are the fault of the Principal and partly for
reasons which are the fault of the Contractor
then time for completion is set at large, the
Contractor becomes obliged to complete
within a reasonable time, and the Contractor
has no liability for liquidated damages.
For some reason, which I have never
understood, this Perini Pacific decision has
rarely been mentioned.

Time at Large
The relevant line of authorities commences
with Holme v Guppy (1838) 150 E.R. 1195,
where it was held,

Where an owner impedes a contractor from
meeting the completion date, the
completion date is suspended, time
becomes at large and is replaced with an
obligation to complete within a reasonable
time.
More recently, this has been known as the
prevention principle.
Build Law I Sept 2016
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The strict interpretation of Liquidated damages
by its own delays disabled itself from
completing by the due date ....
provisions is clearly demonstrated in the
decision of Peak Construction {Liverpool)
Limited v fvfcl<inney Foundations Limited [1970) As to calculating what is a reasonable time for
completion, there is an appropriate comment
1 BLR 111:
in the article "Time at Large in Canada,Journal
of the Canadian College of Construction
The liquidated damages and extension of
Lawyers 2011 (Christopher O'Conner QC and
time clauses in printed forms of contract
Dirk Laudan},
must be construed strictly contra
proferentem. If the employer wishes to
recover liquidated damages for failure by
the contractor to complete on time in spite
of the fact that some of the delay is due to
the employer's own fault or breach of
contract, then the extension of time clause
should provide, expressly or by necessary
inference, for an extension on account of
such a fault or breach on the part of the
employer.

ALL of this is confirmed in Keating on
Construction Contracts (Sweet & Maxwell)
where it is said at page 276,
Time at large. Absent an effective extension
of time clause and unless the contract
clearly provides otherwise, an act of
prevention by the employer releases the
contractor from its obligation to complete
the works within or by any fixed period or
date. The contractor's time obligation is
then considered to be "at large" and the
original obligation to complete the works
by a fixed date is replaced by an obligation
to complete within a reasonable time.

Then, at page 277,
The prevention principle is based on the
notion that a promisee cannot insist upon
the performance of an obligation which it
has prevented the promiser from
performing ...
In such circumstances time is "at large".
The rule does not depend upon a breach of
contract by the employer and applies to
actions by the employer which are
permitted by the contract but which impede
the progress of the works. The rule
probably applies even if the contractor has
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... but it seems fair that the contractor be
held to the original bargain made as
regards completion, with such adjustments
as are appropriate for the delay.

Prolongation Costs
Perhaps of most relevance is the fact that
when it comes to assessing prolongation costs
arising from delay, this is quite a different
issue from assessing the additional time to
which a contractor should be entitled. Clearly
there has to be a causation Link between the
cause of the delay and the compensation for it.
This brings back into play the "but for" test
when it comes to assessing prolongation costs.
There are many examples of situations where
the contractor may be entitled to an extension
of time for the full period of concurrent delay
but is not entitled to recover prolongation
costs which arise from that part of the delay
for which it is responsible.
Such a view is supported by De Beers UI<
Limited v Atos Origin IT Services UI< Limited

[2011] BLR 274, and also in the Delay and
Disruption Protocol where Clause 1.10.4
provides,
Where an Employer Risi< Event and a
Contractor Risk Event have concurrent
effect, the Contractor may not recover
compensation in respect of the Employer
Risi< Event unless it can separate the loss
and or expense that flows from the
Employer Risi< Event from that which flows
from the Contractor Risi< Event. If it would
have incurred the additional costs in any
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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event as a result of Contractor Delays, the
Contractor will not be emitted to recover
those additional costs. In most cases this
will mean that the Contractor will be
entitled to compensation only for any
period by which the Employer Delay
exceeds the duration of the Contractor
Delay.

Global Claims
This topic was also considered extensively in
Walter Lilly by Aken head J in paragraphs 4 7 4 to
493 inclusive.
His Honour started with the very well-known
statement on this topic in Crosby v Portland
UDC(1967) 5 BLR 121 where Mr Justice
Donaldson made the following statement,

They say that where you have a series of
events which can be categorised as denial
of possession of part of the site, suspension
of work. and variations, the result is or may
be that the contractor incurs the extra cost
by way of overhead expenses and loss of
productivity; these extra costs are all
recoverable directly under clause 40 or
clause 42 or indirectly under clauses 51
and 52 ...
Since, however, the extent of the extra cost
incurred depends upon an extremely
complex interaction between the
consequences of the various denials,
suspensions and variations, it may well be
difficult or even impossible to make an
accurate apportionment of the total extra
cost between the several causative events.
An artificial apportionment could of course
have been made; and why, they ask, should
the arbitrator make such an apportionment
which has no basis in reality?
I can see no answer to this question. Extra
costs are a factor common to all of these
causes, and so long as the arbitrator does
not make any award which contains a pro.fit
element, this being permissible under
clauses 51 and 52 but not under clauses 41
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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and 42, and provided he ensures that there
is no duplication, I can see no reason why
he should not recognise the realities of the
situation and make individual awards in
respect of those parts of individual items of
the claim which can be dealt with in
isolation and a supplementary award in
respect of the remainder of those claims as
a composite whole.
He then refers to London Borough of Merton v
Stanley Hugh Leach (1985) 32 BLR 68 in which
Mr Justice Vinelott dealt with this issue.
Vinelott J said that he found the reasoning of
Mr Justice Donaldson to be "compelling" and
went on to say,

If application is made ... for reimbursement
of direct loss or expense attributable to
more than one head of claim and at the
time when the loss or expense comes to be
ascertained it is impracticable to
disentangle or disintegrate the part directly
attributable to each head of claim, then,
provided of course that the contractor has
not unreasonably delayed in the making
the claim and so has himself created the
difficulty, the architect must ascertain the
global loss directly attributable to the two
causes, disregarding, as in Crosby, any loss
or expense, which would have been
recoverable if the claim had been made
under one head in isolation and which
would not have been recoverable in the
other head taken in isolation. To this extent
the law supplements the contractual
machinery which no longer works in the
way in which it was intended to work so as
to ensure that the contractor is not unfairly
deprived of the benefit which the parties
clearly intended he should have.
I thin!< I should nonetheless say that it is
implicit in the reasoning of Donaldson J,
first that a rolled up award can only be
made in the case where the loss or expense
attributable to each head of claim cannot in
reaUty be separated and secondly, as a
rolled up award can only be made where
apart from the practical impossibility the
Buildlaw
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conditions which have to be satisfied but
before an award can be made have been
satisfied in relation to each head of claim.
He then refers to four decisions which deal
explicitly with the difficulties of pleadings in
these situations ( Wharf Properties Limited v Eric

Cumine Associates (1991) 52 BLR. Holland
Construction & Engineering PTY Limited v
l<vaerner RJ Brown PTY Limited (1996) 82 BLR
81, Bernhard's Rugby Landscapes Limited v
Stocl<ley Park Consortium Limited 82, BLR 39.
and John Doyle Construction Limited v Laing
Management (Scotland) [2012] BLR 393) which
address the need for clarity between the loss
claimed and a causal nexus.
At paragraph 486 Al<enhead J pulls together
the relevant threads from all of the cases and,
to paraphrase him, says it can properly be
concluded as follows in relation to global or
total cost claims:

a) Ultimately, claims by contractors for
delay or disruption related loss or expense
must be proved as a matter of fact. Plus the
contractor has to demonstrate on a balance
of probabilities that. first. events occurred
which entitled it to loss or expense,
secondly, that those events caused delay
and/or disruption and thirdly that such
delay or disruption caused it to incur loss
and/or expense (or loss and damage as the
case may be). I do not accept that. as a
matter of principle, it has to be shown by a
Claimant contractor that it is impossible to
plead and prove cause an effect in the
normal way or that such impossibility is not
the fault of the party seeking to advance the
global claim. One needs to see of course
what the contractual clause relied upon
says to see if there are contractual
restrictions on global cost or lost claims.
Absent and subject to such restrictions. the
claimant contractor simply has to prove its
case upon a balance of probabilities.
b) Clause 26 in this case lays down
conditions precedent which, if not complied
with, will bar to that extent claims under
that clause. If and to the extent that those
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conditions are satisfied, there is nothing in
clause 26 which states that the direct loss
and/or expense cannot be ascertained by
appropriate assessments.
c) It is open to contractors to prove the
three elements with whatever evidence will
satisfy the tribunal and the requisite
standard of proof There is no set way for
contractors to prove these three elements ...
for instance, such a claim may be supported
or even established by admission evidenced
or by detailed factual evidence which
precisely linl<s reimbursable events with
individual days or weeks of delay or with
individual instances of disruption and
which then demonstrates with precision to
the nearest penny what that delay or
disruption actually cost.
d) There is nothing in principal "wrong"
with a "total" or "global" cost claim.
However, there are added evidential
difficulties (in many but not necessarily all
cases) which a claimant contractor has to
overcome ... it will need to demonstrate that
its accepted tender was sufficiently well
priced that it would have made some net
return. It will need to demonstrate in effect
that there are no other matters which
actually occurred (other than those relied
upon in its pleaded case and which it has
proved unlil<ely to have caused a loss). It is
wrong. as Counsel suggested, that the
burden of proof in some way transfers to
the defending party ...
e) The fact that one or a series of events or
factors (unpleaded or which are the risl< or
fault of the Claimant contractor) caused or
contributed (or cannot be proved not to
have caused or contributed) to the total
global loss does not necessarily mean that
the claimant contractor can recover
nothing. It depend on what the impact of
those events or factors is. An example
would be where, say, a contractor's global
loss is one million pounds and it can prove
that but for one overlooked and unpriced
£50,000.00 item. In its accepted tender it
would probably have made a net return:
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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supported by those authorities and is
the global loss claim does not fail s;mply
because the tender was under-priced by
wrong.
£50,000.00; the consequence would s;mply
be that the global loss is reduced by
Akenhead J then turns to the facts of the
Walter Lilly case by summarising it in the
£50,000.00 because the claimant
contractor has not been able to prove the
following way.
£50,000.00 at the global loss would not
have been incurred in any event...
This project was, essentially, a complete
mess from the administrative side on the
part of DMW and its professional team. The
f} Obviously, there is no need for the Court
job started with remarkably little design,
to go down the global or total cost route ;f
the actual cost attributable to iridiviaua!
there were hundreds of variations, there
loss causuiq events can be readily or
was throughout the project hopelessly late
practically determined ...
provision of information and instructions
to WLC, (.. .) it was virtually impossible
sensibly to programme all of the works
g) Dfv1W's Counsel argument that a global
because it was not known what work and
award should not be allowed where the
with what detail it would be ordered; this
contractor has himself created the
period was also confused by
impossibility of disentanglement (relying
unsubstantiated hints that Mr Macl<ay
on Merton per Vinelott J at 102, the
might omit yet further work.
penultimate paragraph and John Holland
per Byrne J at page 85) is not on analysis
About Derek Firth
Derek is an Auckland Barrister practicing as an arbitrator, mediator and adjudicator. He is a Fellow of AMINZ and a Fellow of the
Chartered Institute, UI<. He is one of the leading dispute resolution practitioners in New Zealand, particularly in construction,
property and commercial disputes. He is also the NZ Alternate Director of the ICC International Court of Arbitration (Paris}.
To learn more about Derek Firth, please visit the Building Disputes Tribunal website.
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THE ROLE OF CAUSATION
IN CONCURRENT DELAY
By Mark Lloyd-Williams, Ann Levin,
James Doe and David Nitek
On 29 luly 2016, the Commercial Court issued its decision in
the case of Saga Cruises BOG Limited and Anor v Fincantieri Spa [2016]
EWHC 1875 {Comm).
This case confirms that in some circumstances,
concurrent delay (i.e. a period of project
overrun which is caused by two or more events
- one of which is the employer's responsibility
and the other the contractor's responsibility)
will not entitle the contractor to an extension
of time. In other words, it does not follow
automatically that concurrent delay means the
contractor is entitled to an extension of time the issue of causation must always be properly
considered.
The basic facts in the Saga Cruises case
relevant to the issue of delay are as follows:
• The claimant owners ("Owners") of a
cruise ship contracted with the defendant
shipyard ("Yard") for engineering and fit
out works with the aim of transforming the
ship into the Owners' flagship.
• The engineering and fit-out works were
scheduled to start on 9 November 2011
and be completed by 17 February 2012.
However, the works were considerably
delayed and the scheduled completion
date was postponed to 2 March 2012 by
agreement.
• During the period of the works, there
were a number of delays to the scheduled
completion date some of which were the
responsibility of the Yard, and others the
responsibility of the Owners. Ultimately,
this meant that the ship was not delivered
to the Owners until 16 March 2012. The
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causes of the delay included the following:
- The Yard was responsible for creating
new cabins by converting the available
space on one of the decks, and for
installing a proprietary decking system.
The Court held that this work was not
completed before 16 March 2012 and 12
March 2012 respectively.
- The Owners were responsible for the
lifeboats. The Owners discovered major
issues with the weight of the lifeboats
which resulted in delays between 3
March 2012 and 14 March 2012.
- The Owners were responsible for
requesting that the Yard install additional
insulation which led to a delay between
2 March 2012 and 10 March 2012.
One of the issues in the case was whether any,
or all, of the periods of delay for which the
Yard was responsible were also the fault of the
Owners and therefore concurrently caused.
The Owners submitted that, if completion of
the works was already delayed by risks for
which the Yard was responsible, then delays to
completion that were the responsibility of the
Owners (including, for example. the work
associated with the lifeboats and additional
structural fire insulation), were not to be
treated as recoverable delay and did not
entitle the Yard to an extension of time.
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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In response, the Yard relied on Malmaison
(1990) and Walter Ully (2012) for the
proposition that, when there are two
concurrent causes of delay, one of which
would be a relevant event (i.e. an event
entitling a contractor to an extension of time)
would be a relevant event (i.e. an event
entitling a contractor to an extension of time)
and the other would not, the contractor is
entitled to an extension of time for the
relevant event notwithstanding the
concurrent effect of the other event.
The Court rejected the Yard's approach as overbroad and held that the delays caused by the
Owners did not operate so as to cancel out the
delays of the Yard. When the Owners delays
occurred, there were already items outstanding
that were the responsibility of the Yard.
Accordingly, the Yard could not then rely on a
period of concurrency to disentitle the Owners
from liquidated damages as a remedy for
culpable delay.
Referring in particular to the analysis in the
cases of Adyard Abu Dhabi (2011) and Balfour
Beatty Building Ltd (1993), the Court concluded

DELAY

that:

A careful consideration of the authorities
indicates that unless there is a
concurrency actually affecting the
completion date as then scheduled the
contractor cannot claim the benefit of it.
Causation must in fact be proved based on
the situation at the time as regards delay.
The Yard's approach is over broad. The
submissions of Owners are to be preferred.
In other words, a contractor should not be
entitled to the benefit of a relevant event if it
was already delayed such that the relevant
event had no actual impact. A contractor must
prove that the employer's risk relevant event
caused delay.
Accordingly, the Saga Cruises case stands as a
timely reminder that the principles on
concurrent delay as outlined in the case of
Walter Lilly cannot be applied as a blanket rule
without assessing the timing of the delay
events and considering the true causative
effect of a relevant event.
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PROVING EXTENSION
CLAIMS
Extensions of time are again hitting the headlines following the recent
Technology and Construction Court decision in Carillion Construction Ltd v
Emcor Enqineerinq Services lid? and others [2016], a dispute in relation to the
proper mterpretanon of a standard form of construction sub-contract
provision. Carillion contended that the nature of the particular sub-contract
clause warranted a departure from the method by which extensions of time
a re usually applied.
However. the court rejected this argument, and
found in Emcor's favour that an extension of
time was to be treated in the 'usual' manner.
With this in mind, what are the key parameters
for determining extensions of time and what is
the level of proof required?

Bacl<grou nd
Uncertainty is endemic within the construction
industry and, through a combination of many
factors, construction projects do not proceed as
planned with the risk that the contractual
completion date will not be met. For
contractors this results in a delay to the
completion of the works with a corresponding
liability to the employer for Liquidated
damages and the potential of cost overruns
due to the increased costs of performance
arising from prolongation. For employers,
delays result in a Loss of profit. Loss of revenue
and potential Liability to the design team and
other members of the professional team
engaged.
The Construction solutions team at FTI
Consulting is regularly engaged to provide
expert delay services in relation to formal
dispute procedures but also, as a precursor, to
prepare or rebut extension of time claims. In
these instances contractors will frequently
seek assistance in identifying and setting out
its entitlement to an extension of time or an
employer may seek assistance in assessing the
criticality of alleged delays and the appropriate
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award of an extension of time.
In doing so, the key principles relating to the
preparation and award of extensions of time
are often misinterpreted or over simplified.

The need for extension of time
provisions
The prevention principle, derived from Holme v
Guppy [1838]2 where an employer withheld
payment following delay even though it had
failed to give possession of the site for 4 weeks
following the execution of the contract, states
that where a contractor is prevented by the act
of the Employer, it is not in default.
This position was confirmed in Peak
Construction v McJ<inney Foundations [1971]3

where it was added that if, for reasons within
the employer's control. the contractor is
prevented from completing the works by the
completion date, and there is no mechanism to
extend time for performance (or it has not been
properly e><tended), the employer can no
Longer hold the contractor to the original
completion date. Instead there is no firm date
from which Liquidated damages may be
calculated from and, as a result, time is then
said to be at Large4. In such instances the
contractor is granted a 'reasonable' time to
complete the works.
Therefore the provision to award an extension
of time acts as a mechanism to e><tend the
contract completion date thus preventing the
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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contract period becoming 'at Large' and
relieving the contractor from a Liability to pay
Liquidated damages up to the extended
contract completion date.

What needs to be proved?
In order to determine whether an entitlement
to an extension of time exists, it is necessary to
establish that:
i. the cause of the delay was
excusable, under the terms of the
contract; and also,
ii. as a consequence, there was a delay
to the date for completion.

1. Identifying an excusable event under

the contract provisions
In Light of the judicial decision in Peale

2. Demonstrating a delay to the date for
completion
In the absence of express terms to the contrary,
the occurrence of an excusable event alone is
insufficient to give rise to an entitlement to an
extension of time. Instead, in order to
successfully demonstrate such entitlement, the
standard forms of construction contract (for
example clause 2.28.2 of the JCT Standard
Form 2011 edition, 63.3 of the NEC3, clause
8.4 of the FIDIC Red Book 1999 edition and
clause 18.3 of the PPC2000) require the
contractor to demonstrate that the excusable
event is Likely to or indeed has caused a delay
to progress of the works, and consequently has
impacted upon the completion date.
The burden of proof in relation to
demonstrating the effect of delay requires the
consideration of the following two key
principles.

Construction v McJ<inney Foundations, express

provision is now included within standard
forms of construction contracts to grant time
relief for delays caused by the employer (or its
representatives). Moreover, today's standard
forms of contract go further and allow for the
granting of an extension of time for a range of
specified events.
Each standard form of construction contract
deals with this risk allocation/sharing
differently but these excusable events
(referred to as relevant events under the JCT
and compensation events under the NEC)
provide the contractor with an entitlement to
extension of time to complete its works. A List
of excusable events is set out at clause 2.29 of
the JCT standard building contract, clause 60 of
the NEC3, clause 8.4 of the FIDIC red book and
clause 18.3 of the PPC2000.
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz

Critical delay-differentiating between a delay
to progress and a delay to completion
For an entitlement to an extension of time to
arise a delay must be critical to completion.
One accepted and approved definition5 as to
what constitutes the critical path is that it is
the Longest Logic-linked path through a
programme to the completion date.
Accordingly, a delay to any of the activities on
the critical path would Lead to a delay to the
completion date.
Where (total) float6 exists within the overall
programme against the completion date this
would need to be eliminated before any critical
delay is experienced. Further, where an
excusable event affects non-critical activities,
Build Law/ Sept 2016
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the delay will have to be sufficient to eliminate
all float before a critical delay is experienced.
Concurrent delay-often claimed, seldom
properly identified

Addressing the issue of concurrent delay is one
of the most important factors to consider when
demonstrating an extension of time claim. As a
result of this it is becoming increasingly
common for concurrent delay clauses to be
included within construction contracts. The
absence of such provision frequently gives rise
to disputes.
The commonly accepted and approved
definition7 of concurrent delay is when there
are two or more delay events occurring at the
same time which are approximately equal in
terms of causing delay to the completion date.
This narrow definition results in the occurrence
of true concurrency being rare and frequently
this principle is falsely alleged in instances
where one of the events can properly be said
to be only a minor cause of the delay, and so
can be disregarded altogether, resulting in
there being no concurrency.
There are broadly three different situations in
which concurrent delay could occur. Firstly, and
most simply, when both an employer delay and
a contractor delay each simultaneously affect
an activity on the critical path and thus delay
the overall project. The second is where there
is an employer and contractor delay each
affecting different critical paths of activities
within the programme at the same time, but
where the delays to each of these paths
equally affect the overall completion of the
project. The third scenario is where during a
period of either (contractor or employer) delay
there is a further delay attributable to the
other party which equally causes a delay to the
completion date during the period of time over
which it occurs.
Following the decision in Walter LWy &
Company Ltd v /v1acl<ay and another [2012]8 the

scenarios, where a contractor's delay runs truly
concurrent with an employer's delay, the
contractor's delay should not reduce any
extension of time due.

Critical path analysis
Whilst case law suggests that there is no
requirement for an extension of time
application to contain a critical path analysis",
and that instead it is possible to leave it to the
employer to form an opinion as to the effect of
an alleged delay with or without employing its
own analysis, it would naturally be preferable
for the contractor to demonstrate its claim for
delay. Often a contractor's allegation that an
excusable event delayed the completion date
is unfounded and, upon the implementation of
a proper critical path delay analysis, it
becomes apparent that the critical progress of
the works remained unaffected by the event
being claimed by the contractor.
There are various methods of critical path
analysis which exist for analysing and
demonstrating the effects of delay events.
The methodology selected to objectively
illustrate cause and effect within an extension
of time claim is normally dictated by the
timing of the analysis together with the
availability of contemporaneous records and
time/resource. The timing is of relevance as
the use of a prospective analysis (based upon
the likely effects of a delay) or a retrospective
analysis (based upon actual fact) will provide
different results.
The SCL delay and disruption protocot'"
provides guidance as to appropriate methods
of delay analysis. In doing so it is to be noted
that different methods of critical path analysis
have the ability to produce very different
results and the selection of a suitable
technique requires careful consideration with
regards to achieving the goal of demonstrating
and illustrating the critical effects of the delay
events complained of.

preferred position9 states that in each of these
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A further obstacle-providing
notification of a delay
As a precursor to being granted relief for an
excusable delay, most standard forms of
construction contracts require the contractor to
provide notification when the progress of the
works is affected by a delay, excusable or
otherwise, as close as possible to when the
delay arises. For example clause 2.27 of the
JCT Standard Form, 61.3 of the NEC3, clause
20.1 of the FIDIC red book and clause 18.4 of
the PPC2000 all expressly state a requirement
for such notice.
The common Law position raises doubts as to
whether a condition precedent, as set out
within the JCT suite, is effective in dismissing
the prevention principle in relation to an
excusable critical delay12, although the NEC3
and FIDIC forms expressly state that a failure to
provide a timely notification dismisses any
subsequent claim for an extension of time 13.

The basis for an award
If a contractor demonstrates that an excusable
delay event was critical then there is an
obligation upon the employer (or its
representatives) to make a fair and reasonable
assessment of what the excusable delay to the
completion date is/was and the entitlement to
an extension of time which is due.
The judgment in John Barker Construction v
London Portman Hotel [1996]14 sought to
clarify the subjectivity of this process and set
out the following criteria to be adopted in
calculating a 'fair and reasonable' award:
1. application of the rules of the
contract;
2.

CLAIMS

4. an objective calculation, rather than
an impressionist assessment,of the delay
caused by the excusable event(s).
Therefore it would follow that any extension of
time application prepared by a contractor
should assist the employer in carrying out the
above steps. In doing so the importance of a
proper critical path analysis, to illustrate the
delay to the completion date experienced,
cannot be overlooked.

Conclusion
The majority of standard forms of construction
contract enable the contract administrator to
grant an extension of time where a delay
occurs due to its own act of prevention or for
certain other specified causes. However, before
the employer can grant an extension of time, it
needs to be satisfied that not only has an
excusable event, as defined under the contract,
occurred, but also that it is Likely to cause, or
has caused, the completion of the works to be
delayed.
Herein Lies the opportunity for the contractor
to assist in this evaluation process by way of
including a robust delay analysis
demonstrating the causative effect of the
excusable delay. The proper application of a
critical path analysis, although not compulsory,
can accordingly be used to effectively
demonstrate the criticality of delays, either as
a driving delay or concurrent delay, and the
entitlement to an extension of time which is
due as a result.

Reproduced with permission of the Chartered
ICES Construction Law Review, 2016.

recognition of the effects of change;

3. a logical analysis, in a methodical way,
of the effect of relevant events on the
contractor's programme; and,
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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Endnotes
1 Carillion Construction Ltd v Woods Bagot Europe Ltd and others (2016) EWHC 905 (TCC).
2 Holme v Guppy(1838) 150 E.R. 1195.
3 Peak Construction (Liverpool) v /v1cl<inney. Foundations ( 1971) 1 BLR 111 CA.
4 Per Wells v Army & Navy Cooperative Society (1902) 86 LT 764 where it was held that if time

has become at large because of some act or default of the employer, there will be no date from
which the liquidated damages can run and therefore the right to claim them will have gone.
5 Burr. A. (2016), Delay and Disruption in Construction Contracts, Fifth Edition: London, Sweet &
Maxwell at 1-029.
6 Float, with regards to critical path analysis, is a term used to define the period of time in
which no defined work is shown to take place. Furthermore total float is used to describe the
maximum amount of time an activity within a programme can be delayed before the date for
completion is impacted by virtue of the logic links present.
7 John /v1arrin QC, 'Concurrent Delay', SCL paper 100 (February 2002) - as approved in Adyard
Abu Dhabi v SD Marine Services (2011) EWHC 848.
8 Walter Lilly & Company Ltd v /v1aclwy and another (2012) EWHC 1773 (TCC).
9 Which follows the principles set out within Henry Boot Construction (UK) Limited v /v1almaison
Hotel (fv1anhattan) Limited (1999) All ER 118.
10 John Barker Construction Limited v London Portman Hotel Limited ( 1996) 83 BLR 31.
11Society of Construction Law (2002) Delay and Disruption Protocol. Printmost (Southern) Ltd,
England.
12 In line with the Scottish case of City Inn Ltd v Shepherd Construction Ltd. (2007) Scot CSOH
190 and fv1ultiplex Construction (UK) Ltd v Honeywell Control Systems Ltd (2007) EWHC 236
(TCC) which have cast doubts on whether Gaymarl< Investments Pty Ltd v Walter Construction
Group (1999), which stated that failure by a contractor to comply with a condition precedent
notifying the employer of a delay rendered the EoT provision ineffective and set time at Large,
is the position in English Law.
13 These clauses are drafted in line with Bremer Handelsgesellschaft fv1BH v Vanden Avenne
lzegem (1978) 2 Lloyd's Rep. 109 which stated that precise/dear timetables
must be identifiable and the result of missing this timetable must be clearly spelt out.
14 John Barker Construction Limited v London Portman Hotel Limited ( 1996) 83 BLR 31.
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PROLONGATION IN
CONTRACTS
omission of the principal or a third party for
Delays are common in construction contracts
whom the principal is responsible. Delays for
and unfortunately projects are often finished
which the principal is responsible could
after the agreed completion date. This may
include failure to give possession of the site
reflect the fact that contract durations tend to
within the agreed timeframe, late issuing of
be optimistic, especially if a tender process is
involved. When a delay occurs, a contract will instructions, failure to obtain the necessary
generally provide for liquidated damages to be permits within the necessary timeframe, or the
paid by the contractor to the principal.
ordering of extra works.
However if the delay is attributable to the
principal and the contractor is entitled to an
'-'- 'Prolongation' refers to a
Extension of Time (EOT), liquidated damages
claim for damages by a
will not be available for that period and the
contractor for the additional
contractor may make a claim for prolongation
costs against the principal.
costs it has incurred as a
'Prolongation' refers to a claim for damages by
a contractor for the additional costs it has
incurred as a result of delay, such as hire of
plant, additional labour costs, off-site
overheads and loss of profits. Claims for loss
of off-site overheads and loss of profits are not
claims for actual loss, but rather for loss of
opportunity to undertake new work because
the contractor is engaged for a longer time
than initially contracted for. Claims for lost
profits are often rejected on the basis that
they are too remote. There is no single
formula by which the courts quantify the loss
associated with prolongation claims, as they
are dependent on the facts of each case.
There is however a general obligation on the
contractor to mitigate its loss, where possible.
In Taylor Woodrow International Limited v
Minister of Health ( 1978) 19 SASR 1, the South
Australian Supreme Court held that where a
delay occurs, a contractor has an obligation to
act reasonably and "do everything he can to
minimise the potential loss or expense"; for
example, discharging workmen if it is viable.
For a prolongation claim to be successful, the
delay must have been caused by an act or
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In the case of delays caused by the principal
and the contractor (concurrent delay), the New
Zealand courts have not yet determined the
approach to be taken in assessing such delays.
One approach would be for the contractor to
separately identify the costs caused by the
principal's delay as opposed to costs
associated with its own delays. In City Inn
Limited v Shepherd Construction Limited [2010]
CSIH 68; 2011 SC 127 (a Scottish case) it was

held that where the cause of delay is the
concurrent fault of the principal and
contractor, prolongation costs should be
apportioned and reduced in relation to delays
caused by the contractor.
Ordinarily, prolongation costs will only accrue
from additional expenses incurred after the
agreed completion date, meaning such a claim
is dependent on the completion date being
delayed from that which was agreed to in the
contract. Most written construction contracts,
including NZS 3910:2013, require the parties
to expressly specify a time for completion.
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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Where no completion date has been specified,
a contractor's claim for prolongation costs will
be uncertain.
Prolongation claims relate to delay, and should
be distinguished from claims for disruption. If
the project is disrupted by the principal but the
programmed completion date remains
unchanged, the contractor can still claim the
loss and expense it has incurred as a result, if
the disruption has resulted in it having to adopt
inefficient working methods. This is generally a
claim for the cost of the Lost productivity.
The recent English cases of Van Oord UI(
Limited, Sicim Roadbridge Limited v Allseas LJI(
Limited [2015] EWHC 307 4 (TCC) and RWE
Npower PLC v Alstom Power Limited (2009) WL
5641217 show that the courts are commonly
faced with conflated claims for loss and
expense due to prolongation and disruption,
which can require separation. However, in
practice, the distinction may be Less relevant as
claims for disruption and delay to the
completion date (caused by the principal) often
go hand-in-hand.
In summary, if a contractor is able to establish:
• default on the part of the principal
• that it has incurred actual Loss and
expense as a direct result
• that it is not recovering under any other
provision of the contract
• there is no provision in the contract
preventing such recovery,
it may be entitled to an EOT and prolongation
compensation for Loss and expense actually
incurred.
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz

Charging orders
underthe
Construction
Contracts Act 2002 infrastructure
projects
The developers of infrastructure and the
owners of Land through which the
infrastructure is built may be surprised to find
that the Land in question can be the subject of a
charging order if an adjudicator determines
that the contractor is owed money for the
infrastructure it has built and the owner is an
"associate" of the developer.
For infrastructure utilities, much of the Land
that is traversed by the infrastructure is
permitted through an easement or an
encumbrance over the Land. The definition of
"construction site" is any estate or interest in
land on which the contractor carries out the
construction works. The developer's
easements may be caught by this definition,
and a charging order issued over those lands.
In order for a charging order to be issued under
the Construction Contracts Act 2002 (the Act),
the contractor's notice of adjudication must
seek the adjudicator's approval for the issuing
of a charging order over the construction site.
It must be served on the developer, and if the
owner of the Land that forms part of the
construction site is an "associate" of the
developer, the owner must also be served and
given the opportunity to participate in the
defence of the contractor's claim as a party
(although not necessarily as a respondent).
As part of its adjudication claim, the contractor
Buildlaw
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should identify how each Land parcel is part of
the construction site and who the owners of
those Lands are. The Act defines "owner" as
meaning the owner of the construction site.
This captures the owners of any Land across
which the infrastructure is being Laid or on
which any non-residential buildings are being
erected and any Land that is being used as a
staging place for storage or other operation
that forms an integral part of the construction
work.
Associations with the developer are defined in
section 7 of the Act, which range from very
close associations, such as where the
developer is a company and the Landowner is
its director, to wider ones depending on the
interrelationships and business dealings
between the parties. Some of the associations
potentially construed under section 7 might
not have been contemplated by Parliament if it
assumed the associated owner would always
derive a benefit from the construction works.
However, "associate" may also capture persons
acting altruistically in allowing access on and
across their Land in a spirit of cooperation to
provide a community with needed
infrastructure. Such a situation may be
assisted by the adjudicator as it is for the
adjudicator to determine whether the owner of
the Land is jointly and severally Liable to pay
(along with the respondent/developer) the
amount claimed in the adjudication.
The power to approve the issuing of a charging
order is not Lightly given. Where the
contractor seeks a charging order, only an
authorised nominating authority may
nominate someone suitably qualified with
appropriate experience and expertise to be the
adjudicator. Clearly this mechanism is
intended as a protection to ensure proper
exercise of the power.
If the adjudicator's determination grants the
charging order, the contractor may then apply
to the District Court to have the determination
entered as a judgment. This provides a further
opportunity for the developer and any other
party adversely affected by a charging order to
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defend its position, but the primary defence
under the Act is for payment of the debt in full.
The associated owner may appeal to the
District Court for a review of the determination
and the dispute would be re-heard but the
adjudicator's determination remains binding in
the meantime unless the District Court decides
otherwise.
If the determination is entered as a judgment,
the Registrar of the District Court must
immediately issue a charging order in respect
of the construction site, which is registered
against the title of the Land. Although the
construction site may affect only a small part
of the Land, the charging order will apply to the
whole title. The charging order restrains the
owner of that estate or interest in Land from
dealing with that Land pending payment of the
contractor's debt in full. If any part of the debt
remains unpaid, on the basis of the charging
order the contractor could apply to the District
Court for an order to sell the construction site
to recover the amount owing to it (section 96A
of the District Courts Act 194 7).
This situation creates risks for an associated
Land owner whose relationship with the
developer needs to be carefully evaluated if
the Land owner intends to permit use of its
Land for construction purposes. A facilitating
owner would be wise to consider this risk and
take measures to protect itself. For example.
before granting approval an owner might
require the developer to obtain agreement
from the contractor and its subcontractors not
to seek a charging order over certain titles.
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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENTS
AND CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACTS:

The Right to Adjudicate
Tim Mould
The right to adjudicate a dispute under a
construction contract at any time is a powerful
tool. Understandably, parties are reluctant to
pursue a claim if the only viable route to do so
is to commit to the time and costs of Court or
arbitration proceedings. A decision to
commence a construction adjudication (under
statutory or contractual adjudication rules),
where a binding and enforceable decision can
be obtained within 28 days, is a quite different
and attractive alternative.

not inevitably, going to be the Courts'
approach to future adjudication decisions is
now explained.

The Background

Murphy engaged Maher under a sub-subcontract that was based on an NEC3 form of
contract which included Option W2 that
provided that "any dispute arising under or in
connection witt: this sub-contract is referred to
and decided by the Adjudicator". Maher's
There has however been significant potential
position was that, following its final payment
to date to resist enforcement of an
application, a "final account sum" was agreed
adjudication decision concerning breach of a
during a telephone conversation and this was
settlement of a construction contract dispute.
referred to in subsequent correspondence sent
That is illogical given that if the relevant
to Murphy (that was not challenged at the
construction contract permits a dispute
time). Over three months after the telephone
between the parties to be adjudicated, the
conversation, Murphy said that it was awaiting
commercial expectation will naturally be that
final sign off from head office as to the
any dispute over settlement of that same
payment situation. Murphy then proceeded to
dispute ought also to be referable to
set out its gross valuation of Maher's works
adjudication. The recent decision of J Murphy &
which was circa £230,000 less than the alleged
Sons Ltd v W Maher and Sons Ltd [2016] EWHC
agreed final account sum.
1148 (TCC) is strongly supportive of the
common sense position that all settlement
Maher made a first referral to adjudication of
disputes, concerning construction contracts
its claim that Murphy had failed to pay the
with attached adjudication provisions, may
settlement sum but this was withdrawn. The
now be adjudicated. It decided that a dispute
completed sub-contract data section of the
as to whether a final account settlement was
sub-sub-contract had identified the TCC as the
concluded was a dispute arising "under" a sub"Adjudicator nominatinq body". Murphy took
sub-contract.
the point that because the TCC is not in fact a
nominating body, there was no contractual
The Court's reasoning rejects an historical
basis for Maher to apply to the RICS for the
approach of determining that good
appointment of an adjudicator. Murphy went
jurisdictional challenges to settlement ~elated
on to say that because of this defect in the .
decisions arise if the relevant construction
contractual adjudication provision the Housing
contract has a narrowly drawn adjudication
Grants Construction and Regeneration Act
provision. Why Murphy v Maher is likely, but
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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1996 statutory scheme for adjudication (the
"Scheme") must apply in its entirety. That
correspondence prompted Maher to make a
second referral to adjudication but this time
under the Scheme. This turned out to be a
crucial point in the proceedings. This was
because, at face value, the wider wording of
the types of dispute which can be referred to
adjudication, and that applies under NEC3
Option W2, is not replicated in the Scheme's
provisions. The Scheme instead provides that it
is [only] disputes "under" a construction
contract that may be referred to adjudication.
As is typically the case, no adjudication
provisions were expressly agreed as part of the
alleged settlement.

The Parties' Main Submissions
The arguments before the Court referenced
various case law as to: (a) the effect of
differently worded dispute resolution
provisions, and (b) instances where challenges
to the right to adjudicate construction contract
settlements have been successful, on the
particular facts. There were competing
authorities. Themes of these cases included
that
1.
The Courts have drawn a distinction
between dispute resolution provisions
which refer only those disputes which may
arise regarding the rights and obligations
which are created by the contract itself [i.e.
disputes "under'' a contract], and those
which show an intention to refer a wider
category of disputes [i.e disputes "in
relation to" or "in connection with" a
contract].

2.
Construction contract settlement
agreements may be analysed either as a
variation of the related construction
contract or as a standalone agreement. If
the Court's analysis is of the former type,
then where a narrower dispute resolution
provision applies, the dispute falls within
the four corners of the dispute resolution
provision. If however the settlement
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agreement is analysed as a standalone
agreement it will be important that the
dispute resolution provisions are more
widely worded.
3.
In relation to arbitration clauses, the
starting point should be the assumption
that "the parties as rational businessmen,

are lil<ely to have intended any dispute
arisiru; out of the relationship into which
they have entered or purported to enter to
be decided by the same tribunal. The clause
should be construed in accordance with this
presumption unless the language makes it
clear that certain questions were intendea to
be excluded from the arbitrator's
jurisdiction". This dicta is taken from the
House of Lords decision known as The
Fiona Trust.

The Court's Decision
The Court's decision was heavily influenced by
its view as to the overall merits and the
undesirable consequences of holding that
settlement agreements, in relation to
construction contracts which contain
adjudication provisions, may not themselves
be subject to the right to adjudicate.
The Court's view was that the reference in
Murphy order's to the TCC as a nominating
body did not trigger the Scheme's adjudication
provisions operating- instead the selected
NEC3 Option W2 survived. It stated in bald
terms its view that "Murphy's position in this
case is very unmeritorious." What irked the
Court was that as a result of Murphy
persuading Maher - incorrectly in the Court's
view - that it needed to refer its dispute to
adjudication under the Scheme, Murphy was in
consequence presented with a platform to
jurisdictionally challenge Maher's ability to
adjudicate at alt. This in circumstances when
such a jurisdictional challenge would not have
been available to it by reference to Option W2.
Murphy's Counsel conceded before the Court
that a claim based on the alleged settlement
would qualify as a dispute "oristnq under or in
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz

connection with" the sub-sub-contract.

From a common sense perspective the Court
considered that there was a great deal to
recommend it following, in relation to
adjudications, the same approach as the House
of Lords adopted for arbitration clauses in The
Fiona Trust. The Court's reasoning as to why it
was of that opinion concluded with the
following trenchant words:
"It would be extraordinary and Wogical if the
parties here or Parliament had intended that an
otherwise properly appointed adjudicator would
have jurisdiction if addressing what entitlement
a contractor or sub-contractor might have to be
paid in all circumstances save in relation to
where a dispute arises as to whether that
entitiement had been settled. If Murphy was
right, save by ad hoc agreement, one could never
adjudicate in a construction contract on an
interim or final account which had been agreed
in some binding way; that makes commercial
and policy nonsense in circumstances in which
such agreements must occur all the time and
must be encouraged and supported ... "

The Court's Likely Future Approach
and Lessons for the Future
In light of the Court's decision. it will be a
brave party who now seeks to resist the
enforcement of an adjudication decision
concerning a settlement agreement on
jurisdictional grounds. However. that is still
possible because a future Judge at first
instance will not be bound to follow the
decision just made. The Court indicated that it
would be sympathetic to an application for
permission to appeal because it would be
helpful for there to be a Court of Appeal
decision on the issues raised. Given the facts of
Murphy v Maher. however, an appeal may not
occur. The Court noted. as an aside, that if it

---------------~

had to decide the issue, it would have said that
the alleged settlement agreement was a
variation of the earlier construction contract.
Also, as noted, it was held that the NEC3 Option
W2 did in fact apply.
Whilst deference must of course be shown to
any House of Lords decision, The Fiona Trust is
not of applicable outside of the sphere of
dispute resolution provisions. There are many
instances where the Courts have had to make
findings (not involving arbitration clauses)
concerning the interpretation of a contract's
term's scope and where the inclusion of the
formula "in relation to" or "in connection w;th"
has been under the spotlight. Here the
inclusion of such words has been of
significance and the justification for an
ultimate finding as to the term having a
broader ambit. That, it is submitted, will remain
the case generally. However, there is every
prospect that an appellate Court would see all
dispute resolution provisions as being in a
special category and so endorse the Court's
approach for adjudication clauses in Murphy v
Maher. More particularly, on The Fiona Trust
basis that widely construing an arbitration
clause (and the same logic is equally applicable
to an adjudication clause), irrespective of its
language, satisfies the "it goes without saying"
officious bystander test as to what the
contracting parties must surely have intended.
Until there is a Court of Appeal decision on this
issue, it would be prudent to ensure that
express adjudication provisions within
construction contracts are worded in the
widest terms. This will avoid the possibility
that. after reaching a settlement to "buy out"
the time and costs risks of protracted
proceedings, those advantages prove to be
illusory because there is no swift route to
enforce the settlement.
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CLARK V CENTRAL
l2016J NZHC 1694
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A recent case before the High Court in which the appellant, Mr Clark,
appealed the entry of summary judgment against him for a sum of
money an adjudicator appointed by the Building Disputes Tribunal
(BOT), determined he owed to the respondent company, Central
Lakes Homes Limited (CLH). In its decision, the Court considered
enforcement of adjudication determinations pursuant to s59 of the
Construction Contracts Act 2002 (the Act), an adjudicator's
jurisdiction under the Act, and the purpose of the Act.
Bacl<ground and Facts
Mr Clark and CLH entered into a construction contract for construction of a residential dwelling at
Mr Clark's Queenstown property. Following a number of disagreements, the parties' relationship
became irreconcilable, and the construction contract came to an end. The circumstances Leading
to the termination of the contract were disputed by each party. Mr Clark maintained the contract
was mutually terminated, and that CLH agreed to vacate the construction site and allow an
alternative contractor to continue the work. CLH argued it was instructed by Mr Clark to cease
work, was refused access to the property, and that an alternative contractor was unilaterally
engaged.
CLH issued a notice under the contract claiming that, due to the circumstances surrounding
termination, CLH was entitled to recover certain costs, expenses and damages. CLH referred the
dispute for adjudication to BDT. The adjudicator determined Mr Clark was Liable to pay CLH
$62,782.77. It is relevant to the present appeal that the adjudicator expressly held that his
determination was made pursuant to s48(1)(a) of the Act.
The clauses of the contract upon which CLH relied were:
48

The owner will be in breach of Contract if, without the prior written consent of the
Registered Master Builder, the Owner takes possession of the building site and the Works
prior to Practical Completion or prior to making payment in full of any amount due and
owing to the Registered Master Builder. In such case, the Registered Master Builder may, by
notice in writing, notify the Owner that it has two working days to vacate possession of the
building site and Works.

49

If the Owner does not vacate the building site and Works within two working days, the
Registered Master Builder shall be entitled to terminate the Contract immediately. Upon
termination under this clause:
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(a) the owner must pay the Registered Master Builder all sums due
and owing under the Contract, plus any damages, costs, expenses or
Loss of profit of the Registered Master Builder arising out of the
termination of the Contract; and
(b) the Registered Master Builder shall have no further obligations to the Owner under the
Contract.
Following the adjudicator's decision, CLH sought to enforce the adjudicator's determination by
summary judgment in the District Court pursuant to s59 of the Act. Section 59(2)(a) of the Act
provides that a party who is owed an amount determined by an adjudication under s48(1)(a) may
recover the sum as a due debt in any Court. Mr Clark opposed summary judgment.
CLH's application for summary judgment was granted.1 The District Court held the adjudicator
had made a finding of repudiation and cancellation of the contract, and that pursuant to clause
49 CLH was entitled to certain sums and damages in such an event.2 As a result, the Court found
the adjudicator was acting under s48( l)(a) of the Act, and that Mr Clark's continued dispute of
the factual issues did not affect CLH's entitlement to enforcement of the adjudicator's
determination under s59.
Mr Clark appealed on three grounds. First, that the adjudicator's determination was made under
s48(1)(b) which could not be enforced under s59 by way of summary judgment. Mr Clark argued
an adjudicator only has power to determine Liability for payment under the contract, and that any
such claim for sums due and owing under the contract was to be contrasted with a claim for
damages, costs, e><penses or Loss of profit arising out of the termination of the contract. Mr Clark
claimed the Latter was not a right to payment under the contract, but was rather, Liability imposed
by common law to pay damages, and thus did not fall within an adjudicator's powers of
determination. Mr Clark further submitted that the same distinction is reflected in the Act in
relation to determinations made pursuant to s48(1)(a) and s48(1)(b).3
Second, that the factual disputes between the parties required a defended hearing, and finally,
that if neither of those grounds were successful, that the Court should not enter summary
judgment against him in exercise of its residual discretion.

Decision
The High Court upheld the District Court's decision and the adjudicator's determination, and
dismissed Mr Clark's appeal against summary judgment. In making his decision, Mander J
considered the importance of remembering the purpose of the Act, to provide a speedy
mechanism for the resolution of construction contract disputes to enable contractors to obtain
payment and ensure cash flow before the final resolution of issues.4
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz
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In considering the appeal, the Court's attention centred on the jurisdiction provided to the
adjudicator under s48 of the Act, and enforceability of determinations under sections 58 and 59.
Mander J discussed Associate Judge Christiansen's observation in Van der Wal Builders &
Contractors Ltd v Wall<er,5 that the Act differentiates between determinations as to liability "to
make a payment under the relevant construction contract" (s48(1)(a)) and determinations as to
"parties rights and obligations under the relevant construction contract" (s48(1}(b}}.6 However,
Mander J distinguished the present case from Van der Wal. Unlike the circumstances in Van der
Wal, CLH relied on specific contractual clauses (clauses 48 and 49), which were terms agreed to
by the parties as a mechanism by which certain obligations on Mr Clark, as the owner of the
property, would trigger in the event stipulated conditions were established.7
Mander J held that clauses 48 and 49 were terms of the contract on which CLH relied as giving
rise to an obligation on Mr Clark to make payment under the contract. Mander J held that such
liability arises independently of any common law right of action for breach of contract. CLH's
entitlement to specified items of restitution or indemnification, whether described as payments
owing, damages, or expenses, were provided for by the contract itself, and while analogous to
damages at common law for breach of contract, the liability for payment was not dependent on
proof of breach, but the establishment of the stipulated conditions precedent provided in the
relevant contract clauses. Consequently, Mander J concluded that the conditions fell under s48
(l)(a) of the Act and payment was enforceable pursuant to s59 by means of the entry of
summary judgment as a debt due.
In relation to Mr Clark's submission that there were matters of significant factual dispute
rendering the matter unsuitable for summary judgment, Mander J acknowledged that summary
judgment will not normally be appropriate if a case turns on a disputed fact.8 However, Mander J
held that the effect of s59 of the Act is to convert the adjudicator's determination under s48(1)
(a) of liability for payment under the contract into an amount recoverable in a Court as a debt
due to the successful party. Mander J stated if the.findings of the adjudicator were able to be
continued to be disputed, the debt would be unenforceable and the purpose of the Actfrustrated.9

In reaching his conclusion, Mander J considered that an adjudicator's determination under s48(1)
(a) is binding on the parties and will continue to have full effect notwithstanding a party may
have applied for judicial review, or commenced another proceeding relating to the dispute
between the parties." As such, the determination pursuant to s48(1)(a) remained a debt due,
upon which CLH could sue until such time as the adjudicator's determination is overtaken by a
contrary finding on a separate proceeding or judicial review.
Lastly, in reaching his decision to dismiss the appeal, Mander J declined to exercise the Court's
residual discretion to refuse summary judgment. Mander J held that appealing to the Court's
discretion ignored the purpose of the Act in providing a mechanism for payment of disputed
amounts, and that Mr Clark was not denied from bringing his own proceeding to seek discovery
and have the merits of the contractual dispute finally determined. Such circumstances did not
give rise to the rare situation where summary judgment ought not be entered.11

Comment
This is an important decision affirming the jurisdictional powers of adjudicators under the
Construction Contracts Act 2002. Mander J confirms the power of adjudicators under s48(1)(a) of
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the Act to determine whether the parties to an adjudication are liable to make a payment under
the contract, and the enforceability of any such determination by the Court as a due debt under
S59.
The decision parallels discussion in the recent United l<ingdom High Court decision in J Murphy &
Sons Ltd v W Maher and Sons Ltd,12 where the Court confirmed the principle established in Fiona
Trust & Holding Corporation v Privalov.13 The Court in Fiona Trust strongly signposted a departure
from the archaic distinction between disputes arising "under" a contract and those arising "out
of" or "in connection with" a contract, holding that a broad interpretation of disputes arising
"under" a construction contract is most in keeping with parties' intentions. The present case
provides relevant discussion on the interpretation of "under" compared with "arising out of" in
relation to Mr Clark's submissions.
While Mander J was not required to comment on application of the Fiona Trust broad
interpretation principle due to the contractual provisions which validated CLH's claim underthe
contract in this instance, this case also highlights the issue of enforceability of debts compared
with enforceability of rights and obligations which were the subject of recent amendments to the
Act which came into force on 1 December 2015.
Section 58(2) of the Act, as amended by the Construction Contracts Amendment Act 2015,
abolishes the former distinction between enforceability of decisions made pursuant to s48(1)(a)
and s48(1)(b). The effect of this amendment is such that any adjudicator's determinations
regarding contracts entered into on or after 1 December 2015 may be enforced whether they are
made under s48(1)(a) or s48{1)(b). Parties may now seek to enforce determinations regarding
both liability for payment and parties' rights and obligations under the contract. Had the present
adjudication fallen under the new amendment provisions to the Act, Mr Clark's argument
opposing enforcement on the grounds that the decision was made under s48{1){b) would no
longer be available.
Please see page 36 for Tim Mould's article on the J Murphy & Sons Ltd v W Maher and Sons Ltd
case.
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PAYMENT CLAIM VS. COUf\
POINT OF CONTENTION
IN
CONTRACT ACT'S PAYMEN.
The Construction Contracts Act 2002 (CCA) has been in force for well over a decade and has
contributed to much litigation during that time. The CCA advances a "pay now/argue later"
regime and prevents set-off, cross-claims or counterclaims being raised to any debts which
become due under the CCA (i.e. by virtue of an unanswered and/or unpaid payment claim,
unpaid payment schedule or adjudication determination). However, a more complicated issue
which arises is whether a payer is entitled to raise any set-off or counterclaim in its payment
schedule responding to a payment claim. This article examines whether the regime set by the
CCA accommodates claims for set-off or counterclaims at the payment schedule stage.

Summary of the CCA payment
.
regime
The CCA codified a process for claiming and
certifying payment in construction contracts
whereby the party who carries out the work claims
for payment in a "payment claim", and the party
paying for the work serves a "payment schedule" in
response. The point of the payment schedule is to
verify the amount the payer agrees to pay the
payee. This process is largely mirrored in most
standard form construction contracts.
Parties must comply with strict requirements in s
20 for payment claims and s 21 for payment
schedules in order to benefit from the CC/3:s default
provisions for progress payments. This process for
making and responding to payment claims can be
viewed as the first stage of three in the CCA's
payment regime (Stage 1). The function of Stage 1
is to determine what is payable under the contract
and ensure payment of that amount to the payee. If
the payer does not pay, the CCA provides avenues
for debt recovery (Stage 2). If the parties disagree
about what is payable or dispute other rights and
obligations under the construction contract, the
CCA offers adjudication (Stage 3). Mediation,
arbitration and civil proceedings outside the CCA
remain an option for parties in dispute.
The benefits of the regime for the payee include:
immediate entitlement to the claimed amount as a
"debt due" if the payer either fails to provide a
payment schedule within the time required by the
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contract or the CCA (20 working days as per s 22),or
fails to pay the claimed amount within the time
required (s 23). The payee is also entitled to the
amount in a payment schedule if the payer fails to
pay the scheduled amount in time (s 24). The payee
can go to court to recover the unpaid amount (Stage
2) or refer the matter to adjudication (Stage 3) (or
both).
The benefits of the regime for the payer include:
the ability to assess and certify the amount it
considers payable {which could technically be
nothing) or indicate what it will pay instead of the
claimed amount (i.e. the "scheduled amount"). If
the scheduled amount is less than the claimed
amount, the payment schedule must indicate how
it calculated the scheduled amount; why the
amount is different to the claimed amount; and the
reasons for withholding payment on any basis (s 21
(3)).

Can payment schedules include a
counterclaim, set-off or crossdemand?
While section 79 prevents parties from raising setoff or counterclaims once a debt has arisen, it does
not address whether set-offs, cross-claims or
counterclaims can be raised in a payment schedule,
particularly where those matters concern areas of a
project outside of the items claimed for in the
payment claim itself.
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz

JTERCLAIM - A COMMON
THE CONSTRUCTION
T REGIME
- Janine Stewart & Helena Hallagan
For example, where a homeowner has contracted
with a builder to construct a new garage and pool,
the builder may submit monthly payment claims
for the pool works and the homeowner would issue
payment schedules in response. The pool is
completed within 5 months and the builder moves
on to the garage. During the first month of the
garage works, cracks appear in the pool tiles.
Unhappy about what appears to require
remediation, the homeowner responds to this
month's payment claim (PC6) with a deduction in
payment schedule #6 (PS6) for pool works
invoiced and paid for in payment claim #1 (PC1).
Can the homeowner reduce the claimed amount of
$50,000 in PC6 to a scheduled amount of $25,000
in PS6 by way of set-off?
There is High Court authority for the proposition
that a payment schedule is not invalidated by the
inclusion of a claim for set-off ( Cube Buildings
Solutions Ltd v King HC Christchurch
CIV-2009-409-34, 17 December 2009). The
principal in that case purported to deduct nine
sums in the payment schedule for amounts already
paid to the contractor in earlier invoices, including
two set-off claims. Associate Judge Osborne
recognised that in the context of developing
discussions between the parties, it may be that a
payer does not know whether the set-off is
disputed until it provides for it in a payment
schedule. The Court did not accept that claiming a
set-off of itself invalidates a payment schedule,
particularly given thats 79 permits a court to give
effect a counterclaim/set-off/cross-demand where
there is not in fact any dispute between the parties
in relation to that claim (at [ 62]).
Cube is helpful for the homeowner in the pool
example, as it confirms that, at Least in some
circumstances, claims for set-off can fall within the
Legitimate ambit of the Stage 1 payment claim/
payment schedule process. The homeowner
should be clear that it is not seeking to enforce the
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz

set-off of $25,000 against the builder's claim as
such; rather, the existence of a counterclaim for
defective works is the "reason" for paying less that
the claimed amount (s 21(3)(b)). The "manner" of
calculating the scheduled amount of $25,000 is
indicated by way of deduction for set-off against
PC1 {s 21{3)(a)). Provided PS6 is a valid payment
schedule in all other respects {i.e. served in time}, it
is difficult to establish, from the perspective of s
21, hows 79's general prohibition on courts giving
effect to a set-off in Stage 2 proceedings prevents
payers from raising set-off as a "reason" in Stage 1.
However, PS6 would probably be invalid according
to Associate Judge Christiansen's reasoning in
Canam Construction Ltd v George Developments Ltd
HCAucl<land CIV 2004-404-3565, 10 November
2004. In His Honour's opinion, s 21 "makes it clear
any payment schedule is confined in scope to
claims raised upon in the payment claim" (at [ 46 ]).
PS6 has not cross-referenced to items of garage
works claimed in PC6 and instead alleged
deductions relating to pool works claimed in PC1. A
court following the "confined scope" reasoning
might consider the set-off of $25,000 to be a
"broadly cast claim relevant to the contract as a
whole" and therefore not a proper or appropriate
deduction (at [45]).
The Court of Appeal commented on this issue in
SOL Trustees Ltd v Giles Civil Ltd[2015] 2 NZLR 482
at [43]-[44]. Without hearing the full argument on
the point the Court considered that it would
appear to be inconsistent with the purposes of the
CCA if a counterclaim or set-off that is excluded by
s 79 could be relied on as a response to a payment
claim issued earlier. The Court cited fv1etalcraft
Industries Ltd v Christie HC Whangarei
CIV-2006-488-645. 15 February 2007 where
Harrison J held that, in Light of Parliament's
intention in enacting s 79, a principal's denial of
Liability for a payment claim on the basis that a
right of set-off exists is insufficient.
Buildlaw
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With respect, the Court of Appeal did not cite the
remainder of Harrison J's comment at [28] in
fvfetalcraftwhere His Honour recognised that a
payment schedule that "properly quantifies the
amount incurred by a principal in remedying the
allegedly defective workmanship by a contractor
may... constitute a valid reason for withholding
payment for that amount." Accordingly, the
homeowner in the pool example needs to properly
quantify and justify his reasons for paying less in
the payment schedule, ideally by giving "full and
unequivocal notice" of all areas of difference/
dispute to enable the payee to assess its options
(fvfetalcraft at [15]).
To estimate and quantify the amount of a
counterclaim or set-off can be challenging when
the relevant information is in the payee's
possession,or the payer has not yet engaged
experts to consider the financial consequences of
delay, breach of contract or remedying defective
works. For those reasons, commentators have
argued that it is unfair to require payers to provide
"full particulars" of the scheduled amount within
the time allowed to prepare a payment schedule
(see John Ren "What it takes to be a valid payment
schedule under the Construction Contracts Act
2002" (2008} 14 NZBLQ 78).
Helpfully for payers,judicial decisions have
consistently acknowledged that the requirement is
to "indicate" reasons for withholding payment
rather than to state, specify or set out reasons. That
suggests a degree of flexibility or that some lack of
precision or particularity is permissible (Manchester

Industrial Holdings Ltd v Andrew G Hazelton [2016]
NZHC 211at[34]). However, the Court in
fvfanchesterdismissed the owner's application for
judicial review of a determination on the basis that
the adjudicator was right to find that the asserted
payment schedule (an email) had insufficient detail
to indicate the owner's reasons for refusing to pay
the claimed amount. The email provided no
indication of any calculations relied on to quantify
the owner's counterclaims, or how those
counterclaims related to the extent specified in the
payment claim (at [34]).

Conclusion
A payment schedule is not invalid simply because
the payer included a counterclaim, set-off or crossdemand (Cube at [67]). Section 79 should not apply
to Stage 1 as indicated by the Court of Appeal in
SOL Trustees, and the CCA's purpose in facilitating
payment is not threatened by payers who calculate
the scheduled amount with reference to a
legitimate claim for set-off. To reduce the invalidity
risk under s 21, payers should quantify and justify
their counterclaims as best they can in the time
available.
Proponents of s 79 are misguided if they believe
that this proposition cuts acrossthe "pay now/
argue later" regime in the CCA. Stage 1 is
concerned with statutory compliance; Stage 2 is
concerned with debt recovery; and Stage 3 is
concerned with speedy resolution of disputes.
Payerscan raise a set-off as a reason for paying less

This article first appeared in Law Tall< (July 2016}, the official magazine of
the New Zealand Law Society.
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PROPOSED SECURITY
OF PAYMENT
LEGISLATION FOR
HONG KONG'S
CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY
In June 2015, the Development Bureau (DEVB)
of the Hong l<ong Government issued a
consultation document on the "Proposed
Security of Payment LegislaVon for the
Construction Industry". In April 2016,following
the consultation period {which received some
1116 responses), the DEVB issued a Report,
detailing its findings and conclusions, which
support the introduction of Security of Payment
Legislation (SOPL). The bacl<ground to the
consultation paper and details of the
consultation paper itself are outlined in our
previous article "Security of Payment
Legislation for the Construction Industry
proposed in Hong l<ong".

The aim of the SOPL is to help main
contractors, sub-contractors, consultants and
suppliers receive payments on time for their
work and provide a mechanism whereby
disputes can be resolved quickly and to bring
Hong Kong in line with other common law
jurisdictions which already have such
legislation to address similar problems, such as
the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand,
Singapore and Malaysia.
The Report concludes that although there was
a divergence of views in respect of some
aspects of the proposed framework, there was
positive support for SOPL and the Government
intends to proceed with the legislation. The
next step is for the DEVB to finalise the
framework for the legislation and prepare a Bill
for submission to the Legislative Council.
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The Report states that the following key
elements of SOPL received particular positive
public support:
• SOPL applying to all Government
contracts and contracts entered into by
specified statutory and/or public bodies
and corporations.
• Limiting the coverage of SOPL to contracts
relating to construction activities in Hong
Kong.
• SOPL applying to contracts for the supply
of materials or plant.
• Retaining full freedom for parties to agree
when payments can be claimed and the
basis of valuation of the same, but limiting
the maximum payment periods which can
be imposed once a party is entitled to
claim.
• Providing a recognised mechanism to
ensure those who undertake work or
provide services, materials or plant can
claim payments and payers can respond to
the same.
• Providing "default" payment terms in the
event that parties do not make express
provision in their contracts as to when
payments can be claimed, how they are to
be valued and responded to and when
amounts due must be paid.
www.buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz

• No set off against a payment claim to be
allowed unless notified in a timely payment
response.

$5million.
• Whether SOPL should apply to oral (and
partly oral) as well as written contracts.

• "Pay when paid" and conditional payment
provisions will be unenforceable, including
in relation to nominated sub-contracts.

• Whether SOPL should apply to
professional services contracts.

• Parties who have not been paid an
amount admitted as due in a payment
response or decided as due by an
adjudicator will be entitled to suspend or
slow down works and will be entitled to
additional costs and extensions of time to
compensate them for any resulting delays.

• The setting of appropriate maximum
permissible payment periods and whether
there should be different periods
applicable to interim and final payments.
The setting of the maximum period to be
allowed to payers to respond to a payment
claim.

• Either party to a contract will be entitled
to refer disputes arising in relation to
payment claims to adjudication within 55
working days (or a longer period agreed by
the parties). There is a 28 calendar day time
limit for commencing adjudication once a
right to adjudicate arises.

• Whether payers who fail to serve a timely
payment response should or should not be
automatically liable to pay the full amount
of the relevant payment claim.

• Parties are free to agree adjudicator
nominating bodies in their contracts.
• Adjudicators' decisions to be enforced in
the same way as court judgments without
set off or deduction and allowing paying
parties only a short period within which to
challenge the enforceability of a decision.
The Report also sets out a number of issues
on which divergent views were received
and which require further consideration, as
follows:
• Whether private sector coverage should
be limited to contracts for "new buildings"
with a main contract value in excess of HI<

• Whether parties should be entitled to
refer disputes in relation to extension of
time under the contracts to adjudication.
• Whether a better process/procedure is
needed for appointment of an adjudicator
and referral of the dispute to the
adjudicator once a notice of adjudication is
served.
• Whether parties should only be able to
agree an adjudicator after a dispute has
arisen or whether it would be better if they
could do so in their contracts or after their
contracts are entered into.
• Whether the default nominating body
should be Hl<IAC or whether a different or
other bodies should be able to carry out
default nominations of adjudicators.
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Joseph Chung - Partner at Deacons, Hong l<ong
Joseph specialises in litigation and dispute resolution with
particular emphasis on construction. He has extensive experience
in all aspects of construction in both private and public sector
work, advising developers, contractors and consultants.
To learn more about Joseph, visit the firm's website.
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Is an Arbitrator, Mediator and Barrister.
As well as that, Tony is a renowned writer,
commentator and lecturer.

CALCULATING E><TENSIONS OF TIME
A FORESIGHT SAGA
Assessing an extension-of-time dispute is a tricky business. Delay experts need to be able to
transport themselves back to the time of the delay and take in the view from there.

ALL THE ARCHITECT HAS TO DO IS TAl(E THE EVENT AS HE SEES IT, THEN
GET HIS MIND TO BEHAVE WITH THE FORESIGHT OF A HEBREW PROPHET
Top delay analyst John Marshall of EC Harris blinked hard at the explanation of extension of time
machinery in Walter Lilly vs Macl<ay. So did I. He has written a splendid piece on it in the
newsletter of the Technology & Construction Bar Association. He tells us that two delay experts,
as opponents to each other, told the court how the JCT extension of time rules worked. Oh dear,
oh dear that looks wrong, said I. On the other hand, Walter Lilly vs Macl<ay was special on its own
facts. Marshall figured out why these two experts said what's what.
First, Marshall tells us what gives in "more usual disputes". Let's look. Everyone in construction
is interested in the frightening business of liquidated and ascertained damages (LAD) for not
hitting the contract completion date. Rather like the community chest card in Monopoly, the
employer picks up squillions of pounds in damages. On the other hand, if the reason for the
delay is found to be the employer's responsibility, the get-out-of-jail-free card says: "An
extension of time is awarded ... get back the LAD from the employer or don't pay."
It works, or should work, like this: the builder tells the architect he is now in delay. The architect
asks himself if the delay is likely to cause the end date to be pushed out. If so, the architect
awards an extension of time by fixing a new later date. All the architect has to do is take the
event as he sees it, then get his mind to behave with the foresight of a Hebrew prophet. In short,
he asks what the delay will do, as seen today on site, to the future end date.
That's the "prospective" view. It's a fair system. In this way the contractor knows what his new
end date is, for better or for worse. And when, at last, practical completion is reached, the
architect has to again crank the handle on the extension of time machine to see if his prophecy
was right. He adds time if he was short-sighted or unexpected consequences of the earlier delay
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cropped up. A new later date has to be set if the merits are there. But, and this is important, the
architect cannot reduce his earlier extension date because he was over-generous. He can only
reduce for omitted work. That is the "retrospective" view.
Any grumble about the extension of time is a dispute. The opinion of the architect can be opened
up, reviewed and revised by an adjudicator, arbitrator or judge.

DID YOU NOTICE THE WORD ASSESS? THE ARCHITECT IS TO ASSESS THE Lll<ELY,
NOT DEFINITE DELAY IMPACT. THE ROLE OF THE ARBITRATOR OR ADJUDICATOR
IS PRECISELY THE SAME
The usual approach for the adjudicator, arbitrator or delay analyst is first to identify all of the
delays that cropped up during the works, assess whether each and every one can be classified as
an extension of time, reason in the contract and then, most carefully, ease their feet into the
shoes of the architect and assess what extension of time he ought to have given then (yes, then).
It's not that difficult. Anyone with true experience of what happens on site can put himself into
those shoes at the time of the delay and assess the impact on the completion date. Did you
notice the word assess? The architect is to assess the likely, not definite delay impact. The role of
the arbitrator or adjudicator is precisely the same as the architect or contract administrator
operating the extension-of-time machinery at the time. Just do an assessment.
In Walter Lilly vs Macl<ay, however, the two expert delay analysts could only carry out a
retrospective assessment of extension of time, as very few programmes of works were issued by
Lilly after February 2007. The retrospective review is a difference exercise. The actual facts, the
actual delays are fathomed. When Looking back at what happened, the answer could easily be
different from the prospective assessment.And if the earlier assessment was Light, then more
time is awarded and the end date pushed out even more. If the prospective extension was too
great... there is no claw-back of earlier extension of time, save for omitted works.
In real life, the prospective view by the architect will almost certainly be different from a
retrospective view done after the job is finished. In Walter Lilly vs Macl<ay they could only look
back. You can put your money on it that if the machine had been operated prospectively and
retrospectively as is usual, the outcome would have been different.
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The New Zealand International Arbitration Centre (NZIAC)
provides an effective forum for the settlement of
international trade, commerce, investment and cross-border
disputes in the Australasian/Pan Pacific region .

www.nz1ac.com
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LETTERS

TO THE

We welcome letters to the editor.
If you would like to submit a letter for possible publication please:
-,·: Email a MS Word copy of your letter as an attachment to
editor@buildingdisputestribunal.co.nz - with "Letter to the Editor" as the
subject
-,·: Include your full name and contact details.
-,·: l<eep your letter short, concise and to the point.
-,·: Avoid personal attacks (even if you perceive you are responding to a
personal attack).
We look forward to hearing from you.

John Green
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